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Abstract

Biological analogies in malware are numerous, and in most cases the concept
they describe fits its namesake.

This thesis aims to explore these analogies when applied to the ran-
somware family. Concepts of evolution, phenotypes and phylogenies are ap-
plied to ransomware in order to analyse if these analogies hold true, and if
using these analogies may aid in early detection of ransomware in the future.

By systemizing the dynamic behaviour of ransomware into phenotypes, a
plausible phylogeny can be created and used for early detection. New trees
from specialised phylogenies can be created, aiding the discovery of new
trends in ransomware.

The resulting method maps important traits of ransomware into a system
that allows us to study the differences between ransomware, and observe
traits as indicators for early detection.
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Abbreviations

TTP Tactics, Techniques and Procedures

C2 Command & Control

RDP Remote Desktop Protocol

UAC User Access Control

RaaS Ransomware-as-a-Service

Definitions

Phylogeny / Phylogenetic tree A diagram that represents hypothetical
evolutionary relationships among organisms.

Phenotype The observable traits of an organism. In this thesis: A defined
trait in the scope of this thesis.

Trait A genetically determined characteristic. In this thesis: A collective
term for characteristics of ransomware, including defined phenotypes as well
as unspecified characteristics.

SCADA An acronym for Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition, a
computer system for gathering and analyzing real time data.
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1 Introduction

By drawing inspiration from biological systems, this thesis proposes a set of
tools for improving early detection and classification of ransomware. With
the aim of producing a hypothetical phylogeny displaying evolution in traits,
this thesis evaluates how the dynamic behaviour of ransomware can define
a branch in evolution. By presenting such a system, this thesis hopes to
promote a common framework for use within malware research.

Cooperation between security researchers is vital in the fast-paced world
of malware. The constant race between researchers and attackers results in
new iterations of malware being released at a fast pace, and the defensive
mechanisms to combat them to match. This race makes being able to adapt
integral to both adversaries and defenders.

By adapting, a malware functions more effectively in the ecosystem it aims to
affect. The malware is evolving by having the developers choose the strongest
traits for the malware, and bringing these traits into the new generation. By
evolving and developing new ransomware, attackers may be able to bypass
defenses that are not prepared to handle the new threats. This opens up a
question of how defenses can be made aware of the changes and evolution of
malware, and be able to counter these changes as early as possible.

Early detection in antivirus is vital in keeping a system healthy. The
earlier a potential threat can be detected in the system, the less damage
will be done. New versions of malware may be able to stay under a defense
mechanism’s radar simply because the defenses are not able to detect the
new traits of the malware.

This thesis focuses on the ransomware family. Ransomware has seen a surge
in popularity in the past years, with numerous attacks on both small and
large targets. Large-scale attacks like WannaCry in 2017 made ransomware
a part of our everyday talk [1]. Following this, NotPetya showed how much
damage a ransomware is able to do [2]. By aiming to shut down a whole na-
tion by masquerading as ransomware, NotPetya inflicted enormous collateral
damage.

This attack goes to show that ransomware is no longer just used for
monetary gain, but also as a tool to deal damage.
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1.1 Problem Statement & Research Questions

This thesis aims to explore the limits of biological analogies in malware
by constructing phylogenetic trees made from phenotypes defined for ran-
somware. An angle is taken to find out if such a biologically-inspired system
can give insight into trends in ransomware in the wild. By defining particular
phenotypes for ransomware, this thesis will illuminate if some traits are more
favoured in more successful ransomware. In addition, the thesis will explore
to what extent evolution in ransomware can be compared to evolution in the
biological world, and determine common traits to improve early detection of
ransomware in the future.

This thesis does not focus on attribution of ransomware, but rather on
the evolution of traits in ransomware regardless of their origin.

Research Questions

• How can analogies from biology be applied to ransomware and evolution
in ransomware?

• How can this be formalized on terms of genotypes, phenotypes, phylo-
genies and evolution?

• In which ways can early detection and classification of ransomware be
improved by such a system?
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1.2 Method

Research for this thesis has been split into two parts: a literature study
of other work and technical analyses, and a procedural part in which the
thesis presents a method for systemizing ransomware according to biological
analogies.

1.2.1 Literature Study

Initial inspiration for the thesis is based on genetics and phylogeny, and how
organisms’ basic building blocks can be analysed for insight into their evolu-
tionary path. To attribute this area of science to ransomware, inspiration has
also been drawn from the article Identifying Dormant Functionality in Mal-
ware Programs [3] by Paolo Milani Comparetti et al. and Having an Insight
into Malware Phylogeny: Building Persistent Phylogeny Tree of Families [4]
by Jing Liu et al. These articles are discussed in depth in section 3.2.

For comparable data, a number of technical and other analyses of ran-
somware has been studied to create the basis for the method presented in
this thesis.
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1.2.2 Systemizing ransomware

The goal of this thesis is to map common traits found in successful ran-
somware, and produce a hypothetical evolutionary line using phylogenetic
techniques. This thesis propose a framework that can be used to discover or
predict trends of traits in ransomware.
The procedure used to produce these results are as follows:

• Research prevalence of ransomware over the period 2017-2020. Choose
successful ransomware from known attacks to be used as specimens.

• From technical reports, gather trends about the different ransomware.
In this step, it was important to find analyses that provided comparable
data. These trends makes up the basis of choosing the traits that is
the basis for the phylogenetic analysis.

• Determine which traits are common, unique or not within the scope of
this analysis. The traits are dubbed phenotypes, and is a classification
of the ransomware’s dynamic behaviour.

• Construct a phylogeny based on the mapped traits.

The collection and analysis of these traits and their prevalence and vari-
ance in the chosen ransomware provides us with the results of a phylogeny
mapping possible paths of evolution. These evolutionary paths in turn can
be used to determine the survival rate of traits, and provides us with a trend
that can be analyzed in order to improve early detection of future versions
of ransomware.
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1.2.3 Challenges

When doing research for this thesis, a couple of noteworthy challenges emerged.
Though these hurdles made the research phase tougher than expected, the
results have been influenced by these challenges in positive ways.

The main challenge for the research phase has been that there is no com-
mon framework for analysis of ransomware. This means that in a case such
as this thesis where the aim is to compare different ransomware, it is chal-
lenging, and in some cases impossible, to find analyses that focus on the same
attributes of the related to ransomware. Some traits are always present in
some capacity, but seeing as many of the analyses are meant for a different
audience than a security researcher looking for intricate details, many traits
are left out in some reports. This lack of a common framework made the
research more time-consuming, but also points out how this thesis may aid in
future research by proposing which traits may be more important to report
on than others.

Another challenge that arise from aiming to put different ransomware in
a logical sequence, is that determining how a trait chronologically follows
another is near impossible in some cases. This challenge will be readdressed
in the Results section.
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1.3 Outline

This section will briefly describe the outline of the thesis, and the contents
of each section.

Section 2: Background

This section will focus on the required background information needed for
this thesis. First the required fields within biology and genetics will be pre-
sented, followed by the emergence and evolution of ransomware. The section
concludes by linking these scientific areas together.

Section 3: Classification of Ransomware

This section will briefly introduce the concept of ransomware phylogeny. This
section also describes in detail the inspiration for the thesis.

Section 4: Phenotypes

This section will present the phenotypes defined and used in this thesis.

Section 5: Results

This section contains the results of the analysis, and presents the method by
generating a phylogenetic tree. In addition, the results are discussed with
regards to the system’s robustness.

The Results section includes the following subsections:

Evaluation of Ransomware and Traits This section presents some
considerations that are taken before constructing the phylogenetic trees. It
also presents which ransomware are included and left out of the final
analysis, and presents the basis for these choices.

Construction of Phylogenetic Trees This section presents the
construction of the phylogenetic trees, and provides a description for each
tree generated. The trees are evaluated in regards to knowledge they
present about the ransomware.
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Discussion The discussion includes evaluation of phenotypes used, the
quality of the phylogenetic trees generated, and a discussion of using this
method in other areas of malware or in future work.

Summary and Contributions This section sums up the weaknesses and
strengths of the method, and presents the scientific contributions it
provides.

Conclusion The conclusion sums up and briefly describes how the research
questions have been addressed in the thesis. The method as a whole is also
evaluated briefly.

13



2 Background

This thesis aims to present a system for applying phylogenetic concepts to
ransomware, and to classify specimens of ransomware according to different
phenotypes. The phenotypes are chosen based on prevalence and their capac-
ity as a distinguishing feature. In general, this thesis will present a systematic
approach to determining traits in ransomware, and these traits will be used
to exemplify how a phylogeny can be constructed. This will provide a system
in which the ransomware’s behaviour is analysed and defined as phenotypes.
This system can then be used for comparison between ransomware.

The reader may think that computer science and biology are worlds apart,
but in reality the two overlap greatly. It is possible to view the world of
computer science as a man-made ecosystem with a number of organisms
interacting and evolving.

2.1 Biology background: Phylogenetics

In most disciplines within biology it is generally accepted that all animals
can be traced evolutionarily back to a single common ancestor. The study
of genes and genomes allow researchers to form an image of the steps an
organism hypothetically has taken to end up in its current form. By looking
at which traits have been favoured over the course of many evolutionary
steps, predicting the next step in evolution may be possible. This is the
essence of phylogenetics in biology.

2.1.1 Genetics and expressed traits

In biology, an organism can be defined according to its genome. The genome
is the DNA of the organism and contains all the information for the organism’s
building blocks. These genetic markups of an organism are defined as its
genotypes. Genotypes correspond to a phenotype in the organism; an
expressed trait. Genotypes is the code of the organism, and the different
blocks of code are needed to make a complete organism.

An example of a genotype is the genotype for eye color in humans.
For simplicity and this example’s sake, the genotype for eye color will be
demonstrated as if it is a Mendelian trait [5, chapter 1].

14



In this example, this means that the eye color genome can either be blue
(b) or brown (B). Every human gets their genome as a combination of their
parents’ genomes. This means that an acceptable genotype for eye color can
be bB.

In this simple example, a genotype of bB would correspond to the
phenotype brown eyes, meaning this human being will express the genotype
as brown eyes.

The resulting brown eyes is a result of dominant genes in genetics. These
are genes that will be expressed more often. In our example, brown eyes
is a dominant trait, while blue eyes is a recessive trait. For this thesis, it
is important to keep in mind the correlation of how a genotype expression
will lead to a phenotypic trait being present in an organism. Dominant and
recessive genes are out of scope for this thesis.

2.1.2 Classification of organisms

The fundamental belief that organisms are in some way connected by heritage
has been researched and presented in many differing ways over time. This
section briefly introduces two different ways of classification of biological
organisms: taxonomy and phylogeny.
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Taxonomy

With millions of different organisms that need a name to tell them apart,
specific systems were developed to make orderly naming systems. One of
these systems are called taxonomic trees, and uses the assumption that an
organism can be put into different groups depending on traits they exhibit.
The taxonomic system used for living things on Earth uses 7 groups that an
organism can be put into.

Figure 1: The nested groups used to classify living organisms [6].

These groups become smaller as they specialize. The domain group can
only be one of three groups: Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya. Each step
narrows the grouping more and more, until a single species name is deduced.

16



Figure 2: Taxonomic classification of Canis familiaris: the common dog. The
correct Domain for Canis familiaris is Eukarya [7].

In the above example, the common dog is used as the resulting species.
Using the taxonomic tree, a single species is derived by picking the
corresponding group and decreasing the possible species within. In the end,
the Genus and Species name makes up the scientific name for the animal.

The importance of taxonomy for this thesis is limited, as the main focus of
the method proposed is phylogeny. It is common when delving into evolution
and malware to associate evolution with taxonomy. Taxonomy is essentially
a naming scheme, and does not influence evolution in any way.

This thesis strictly uses phylogeny and phylogenetics for the method
presented.
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Phylogenetics

While taxonomy’s main focus is the proper naming of species,
phylogenetics deal with a whole other part of an organism’s existence: its
evolution and heritage. Phylogenetics are not involved with naming of
organisms, but focuses on the relationship between species.

Phylogenetics may use different traits for classification; morphological,
biochemical, behavioural or molecular. A phylogenetic tree (or phylogeny)
focuses on grouping species based on shared derived traits [8].

An example of a shared derived trait is eye placement in an organism. In
humans, the eyes are placed in front of the skull. This is typical of predators.
Wolves also have eyes in front of their skulls. This means that at some point,
the trait of eye placement is shared between these two species. In sheep, the
eyes are placed on the side of the skull, typical of prey animals. This means
that using this trait as a guideline, wolves and humans probably have the
same ancestor, while sheep do not.

In a phylogenetic tree based on molecular traits, the shared derived trait
between these species will revolve around the fact that all these animals are
mammals, and do not lay eggs. With this trait as a guideline, the
phylogenetic tree changes form.

Following from this, phylogenetic trees can be constructed using different
traits altogether, resulting in different trees.

The following example of a phylogeny shows the primate group. From
this phylogeny, we can discern that the last shared trait between humans
and orangutans is a trait that is also inhabited by chimpanzees, bonobos and
gorillas. The shared derived trait between humans and orangutans however,
is not present in gorillas.

18



Figure 3: A simple phylogenetic tree showing the relationship between mem-
bers of the primate group [9].

Evolution can happen in an orderly fashion or in some cases, traits that seem
to be the same may be expressed in different animal groups altogether.

These types of traits are called convergent traits. Convergent traits are
characteristics that have the same form and function in different groups, but
are not inherited from a common ancestor.

An example trait is wings in birds and bats. These wings are not derived
from a common ancestor; bats are mammals and birds are in their own class
altogether. They have both evolved wings to handle the niches they live in,
but the wings are not from a shared ancestor of birds and bats [10].
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Figure 4: A phylogenetic tree showing how wings were evolved in different
branches [11]. This is an example of convergent evolution.

2.1.3 Into the Cyber World

Much like how the biological world presents changes, and organisms adapt to
these changes, the digital world we live in also constantly evolves. For every
new attacking factor a defense is developed, forcing these with malicious
intent to evolve and change their software to better combat the new defensive
changes.

By viewing the cyber world as a living ecosystem, the actors in it can be
systemized in different ways depending on where they thrive, their behaviour,
or their evolution. An example of a group of organisms in this system is
malware, and within it, the ransomware family.
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2.2 Malware background: Ransomware

Money has always been a big incentive when it comes to malicious intent.
The dream of robbing a store or bank, to sell the items off and quickly make a
fortune, is what has been the driving force for many criminals over centuries.

As we move into the digital age, our money now digital numbers on a
screen, the criminals have successfully made the transition with the
development of malware.

Malware is the term given to software with malicious intent like stealing
information, spying, or simply destroying a system. Malware opens a way
into a system, and carries a payload that will execute when inside the system.
Much like a biological virus, it has a delivery mechanism and genetic material
that is injected into a host, where the injected material wreaks havoc on the
victim.

Malware can be used as many different tools for an attacker.
After injection into a host, the payload may allow information to be sent

directly to the attacker, it may destroy the system in some way, or one of
many other types of payloads.

This thesis focuses on a specific malware family: the ransomware family.
This family was chosen because of its relevance and quick rate of evolution.
Ransomware is a burglar’s best friend in the cyber-era.

The first ransomware attack is believed to be the AIDS Trojan, which was
distributed on infected diskettes during an AIDS conference in 1989 [12].
Being the first of its kind, it simply encrypted some file types and hid
directories on the victim’s machine. Compared to the complex algorithms of
modern ransomware, the first forms of ransomware were simple.

The ransomware front was silent for a long while after this, before it had
a resurgence in 2012, spreading worldwide and affecting targets at a rapid
pace. The increased use of personal computers and globalising of the world
by the internet all lead to more possibilities to spread ransomware.
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2.2.1 Ransomware at a Glance

Ransomware is defined by the payload it carries; in general terms it will in
some way make something unavailable for the victim, and demand a ransom
to release this something back to the victim.

For the scope of this thesis, we assume that ransomware means
specifically malware that encrypts files on a computer, and demands a
ransom for the key needed to decrypt the files.

A ransomware may infect a computer in many different ways; as an
executable added to a spam email, hiding in a download from some website,
installed directly by the attacker, or using some other form of vulnerability
to drop and run the payload in the target system. Exploits that can use a
vulnerability in a system to gain access are also used.

After delivery in the system, a ransomware will be executed. It can be
directly run by the user, remote run by the attacker, or it can be run in the
background as a script.

The first step upon running, is to ensure that the ransomware will stay
in the system, even after a reboot. Persistence can be ensured by creating
mutexes, making changes to the registry, and other tactics.

The ransomware will want to remain hidden until it is meant to be
discovered, that is, when encryption is complete. This means that all
actions taken to ensure permanence should be silent and hidden. Different
ransomware use different tactics to ensure this.

After the setup phase is done, encryption of the files on the system takes
place. A pre-defined list of file types to encrypt are often present in
ransomware code, and the ransomware will look through and enumerate the
whole system (in most cases), and prep all these files for encryption.
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Encryption

Encryption techniques employed by ransomware may differ, but the basic
techniques remain mostly the same. An asymmetric cipher is used to
encrypt the files, and the private and public key pair used is generated during
the encryption phase. The private key is often encrypted using a symmetric
cipher using a key in the attacker’s possession. By using these ciphers in
this way, the attacker ensures that the files are not possible to be decrypted
without using the symmetric key.

Reveal and Ransom

After the files have been successfully encrypted the ransomware needs to
make the victim aware of the damage done so payment can be made. The
ransomware will generate a text file or desktop background that presents the
victim with information of what happened, and how they can pay to have
their files decrypted. A ransomware will always try to stay hidden until this
step, and some will also reboot the computer to ensure that the computer
cannot be reset to backup.

2.3 What is a Successful Ransomware?

An integral part of writing this thesis, is to ensure the validity of the
ransomware chosen to represent the family and its varying phenotypes. The
ransomware used in this thesis are chosen based on their success in the wild.

To determine a ransomware’s degree of success, this thesis will base that
definition on the ransomware’s proper base functionality on code level, its
success in infecting targets and spreading according to its goals and an
estimated monetary gain for the attackers.
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Code Functionality

The first and arguably most important factor of a successful ransomware
is that the code functions and is executed as intended. This point affects
attributes such as encryption, infection, communication with C2, execution
of payload and other integral parts of a ransomware. All steps of infection,
encryption and propagation is expected to function as intended, and failure
to do so will lead to the ransomware failing its purpose.

For an example of failure in the aspect of encryption, we can look at some
versions of the LockerGoga ransomware. These versions encrypted files
without discrimination, and would sometimes encrypt essential system files
or even the ransomware files themselves. As a consequence, the ransomware
would no longer function as intended.

In the case of encrypting the system files, a victim would not be able to
pay the ransom, leading to an unsuccessful infection [13].

Another example of lacking functionality, is from the infamous WannaCry
attack of 2017. This ransomware’s first versions in the wild infected an
immense number of victims, but due to a bug in the code only 3 Bitcoin
wallets were generated. This meant that if a victim tried to pay the ransom,
there was no way of knowing who paid. This lead to the promised decryption
not being delivered to the victim, greatly damaging the trust between victim
and attacker.

In addition, this ransomware contained a killswitch, which was quickly
recognized and exploited by security researchers [1]. The ransomware would
request a specific non-existent web domain during infection, and would only
carry on with encryption if this request did not receive a reply. This was most
likely done to circumvent analysis, as analyses are done in an environment
that would produce artificial replies to these requests. By simply registering
the domain, the spreading of WannaCry was halted.
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Monetary Gain

The main goal for attackers using a ransomware is to make the victim pay
a ransom in order to get their files back. Without payment, ransomware
is closer to an annoying malware that locks files and effectively make them
unusable.

The method of payment has evolved within the ransomware family.
During the first era of ransomware, payment would have to be done physically
using checks or physical money mailed to an address. [14] This provided the
attackers with little to no anonymity, and so the payment process evolved
over time.

Ransomware saw a surge in popularity with the Bitcoin bubble in 2012-
2014. With Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, staying anonymous while
ensuring that payment is received became more feasible. The main crutch
of WannaCry during its worldwide infection in 2017, was that a flaw in the
code lead to the existence of only 3 Bitcoin wallets. The main idea of using
cryptocurrencies in ransomware is that a unique wallet is generated for each
victim. If payment is made to the wallet, the key associated with the victim
can be returned to them, and the files decrypted. With no way to tell payers
apart, WannaCry was not able to release any keys. This lead to a break in
the trust between attackers and victims of ransomware. Paying the ransom
was no longer encouraged, as the return of the victim’s files would not be
guaranteed.

With victims now aware of the possibility that payment may not result
in getting their files back, the amount of ransomware that turn a profit was
decreased. Larger companies would hire security personnel to keep their
servers secure, and keep backups in case of emergencies. Backups can be
used to circumvent paying the ransom, by simply reverting the system back
to a state before infection, and no ransom would need to be paid.

Following this, if a ransomware would in any way not be able to produce
ransoms, it is deemed a failed ransomware.
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Infection and Spread

For a ransomware to be able to encrypt files or demand a ransom, it needs
to gain access to the target system. Initial infection vectors are the ways
ransomware may gain access to a victim. Ransomware may be delivered as
an executable or a script. These often needs some kind of interaction by the
victim themselves to launch the executable and begin infection. Infection
may be via email-campaigns, through a fake download(drive-by download)
or by directly downloading the executable to the victim’s computer (via prior
access or RDP), or through an USB or other removable media [15].

Initial infection tactics may vary between ransomware as some may aim to
infect as large a number of targets as possible, with the intention that a
percentage of victims will pay the ransom.

Another approach is to infect few and carefully selected targets and
demanding a higher ransom than in other cases. An attack like this is often
tailored to the system it infects, and require time and work in advance to
map the target systems.

No matter the tactic, if a ransomware is not able to get on the inside of
a system, its payload cannot be executed, and the ransomware fails. To get
in to a system, some ransomware use specific exploits or entire exploit kits
that exploits vulnerabilities in systems.

After infection of a system,like most malware, ransomware will often seek
out new targets and spread to them. Ransomware may have code for
propagation in the network it has infected by scanning the network looking
for more devices with the vulnerabilities that the ransomware can exploit.
Propagation in ransomware is more likely to be controlled to a degree, either
by manual control from C2 or keeping to the network it has infected.
Especially for targeted attacks, propagation needs to be controlled to ensure
all devices are encrypted.

In cases like LockerGoga, this was done by manually installing the
ransomware on the devices using an admin account [13].

BadRabbit, a member of the Petya family, would propagate in the infected
network using the EternalRomance exploit [16].
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For ransomware, the initial infection weighs more to its success than
propagation. Ransomware do not necessarily need to propagate to fulfill its
purpose, so as long as the purpose is fulfilled the ransomware is a success.
The initial infection is vital, and failing to be able to penetrate a system
renders a ransomware useless.

2.4 Evolution in Ransomware

By determining what makes a successful ransomware, we also determine
which traits are strong enough to survive and be replicated in future versions
of ransomware. This is comparable to how traits that ensure survival will
live on to the next generation in biological systems. In ransomware, choosing
traits for future versions depends on the success rate of the ransomware.

It is important to keep in mind that even though we compare the digital
world to a biological system, evolution and coexistence of ”organisms” in
the digital system is man-made, and merely imitates how a natural system
may evolve. In a natural system evolution and interactions between species
happens without any form of human interaction. In contrast, any form of
evolution in a digital system is directly affected and set in motion by the
humans in the system. Following from this, we can assume that evolution in
the system will not be random, but rather carefully chosen or tailored.

Carefully choosing the most viable traits for the next generation of
ransomware may yield ransomware with increasing rates of success, but as
a consequence of this, anti-malware needs to evolve to match the changing
threat landscape.
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3 Classification of Ransomware

This section will briefly present concepts related to phylogeny in ransomware,
and present some examples. The last part of this section will present the
inspirational work that serves as a basis for this thesis.

3.1 Ransomware Phylogeny

In the biological field, categorizing organisms according to their possible
predecessors is an important step in understanding how the organism
functions and survives. Determination of these connections is done by
constructing a phylogenetic tree showing how some organisms evolve to
branch off from sister groups, creating new directions for evolution.

In malware, it is not uncommon for new software to be developed from
other malware. Using a successful ransomware as a basis for a new one is
the information world’s equivalent of ”Survival of the fittest”; traits that can
ensure survival will be able to live on in the next generation, and new traits
are added to improve the new step of evolution so it will survive even longer.

In ransomware there are several groups of different ransomware that will
often be described as a ransomware family. A family consists of ransomware
that all have some connection to the others, for example having the same
base code with minor or major changes.

Some ransomware families are established and accepted as connected by
the cybersecurity community like the CrySIS and VegaLocker families. Both
of these are highly successful ransomware families that have evolved to be
able to keep infecting new targets.

The VegaLocker family is a RaaS-family that consists of the original
VegaLocker ransomware, Buran, Jumper and Zeppelin [17] [18].
The familiar connections between these ransomware is determined through
their TTPs and similarities in the code. These similarities in the way that
the ransomware acts, can be described through a dynamic analysis of the
ransomware.

As described in Section 2, the dynamic behaviour of a ransomware can
be categorized as its phenotypes.
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This thesis aims to use phenotypic categorization of the dynamic
behaviour of ransomware to determine relationships between ransomware and
construct a phylogenetic tree that can offer insight into these relationships.
This insight can then be implemented in anti-malware software to increase
the chance of detecting a future threat.

3.2 Foundational Work

Inspiration for this thesis stems from a general interest in biology and
evolution, as well as the following articles. In this section these articles will
be briefly described and at the end of the section their impact on this thesis
will be presented.

3.2.1 Identifying Dormant Functionality in Malware Programs

This paper, written by Paolo Milani Comparetti et al. proposes a solution
called REANIMATOR [3], to determine the capability of malware programs.
The solution is based on the observation that it is possible to leverage
observed behaviour when dynamically analyzing a known malware to identify
similar behaviours in other programs.

In essence, analysis of dynamic behaviour from earlier detections of known
malware is used as the basis to define this behaviour in a way that it can
be used by defenses to react to infections earlier, or even stop the initial
infection itself.

When malicious behaviour is spotted, the code in the binary that is
responsible for this functionality is generated within REANIMATOR. This
generated code can then be used to compare in a static analysis of another
sample, and may reveal dormant functionality in the software binary. The
paper defines this as dormant functionality; functionality that is not observed
during dynamic analysis.
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Method Used by Comparetti et al.

For every malware sample that is analysed by a dynamic malware analysis
system, runtime actions are checked for the presence of certain high-level
behaviours expressed in system calls and API functions. The first step in
REANIMATOR’s process is to define these high-level behaviours. The paper
defines these processes as phenotypes, and determine they are expressed by
genotypes in the code. To prepare REANIMATOR some steps need to be
fulfilled:

Step 1: Identify the dynamic behaviour

Step 2: Extract genotype models

Step 3: Find Dormant Functionality

For this paper, the authors define the phenotypes used as:

spam, scan, sniff, keylog, rpcbind, killproc, backdoor, packetflood, drop

From these high-level functionalities, REANIMATOR extracts their
genotype models; the code responsible for the dynamic behaviour. This code
can then be used in future analysis of static code to determine if the code
contains malicious code.

Results Gathered by Comparetti et al.

The results of the paper seems to imply that REANIMATOR is an effective
tool in detection of dormant functionality. It is a robust system, but is
vulnerable to evasion techniques directly targeting REANIMATOR itself.
Another weakness of the system is that REANIMATOR may fail in matching
code from different compilers.

Generally, REANIMATOR provides positive results when used in tandem
with other dynamic analysis systems, and greatly increases the knowledge
about the capabilities of malicious code.
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3.2.2 Having an Insight into Malware Phylogeny:
Building Persistent Phylogeny Tree of Families

In this paper, Jing Liu et al. presents a technique for constructing persistent
phylogenies for malware [4] . The aim for the authors is to aid in the reverse
engineering of malware and to introduce a system that can make analysis of
variants within malware families easier.

The persistent phylogeny tree constructed in the paper uses input
instances as nodes, and gain or loss of functional characters as edges. This
may be able to show ancestry in malware families, as well as concrete function
inheritance and variations between ancestor and descendant.

Method Used by Liu et al.

The paper bases its analysis on generating patterns from behaviour observed
in the samples. The patterns are specifically based on system calls and
registry keys found within the binaries. These traits are organized into a
binary matrix, and gain or loss of the traits are mapped out. Using this
matrix, the persistent phylogeny is realized and compared to already existing
phylogenetic graphs of the sampled malware.

Figure 5: Behavior pattern matrix generation, the process from defining
behaviour to quantifying it in a binary matrix [4].
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Figure 6: Persistent phylogeny tree of networkminer, one of the benign
samples used in the paper [4].

Results Gathered by Liu et al.

The algorithm proposed in the paper can successfully present ancestry present
in different malware samples. The resulting persistent phylogeny trees are
constructed by way of red-black graph algorithms. It is able to not only
prove ancestry, but also depicts function inheritance and variations between
ancestor and descendant. The paper concludes that this knowledge is
invaluable for reverse-engineering of malware variants.
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3.2.3 Relation to This Thesis

REANIMATOR proposes a novel solution to be added to a system of
defenses to better be able to detect malware. By proposing specific dynamic
behaviours that can be quantified and compared to other malware, it exploits
the fact that malware evolves and changes, but some of the behaviour seen
in one sample may be present in another.

Jing Liu et al. has a different focus in finding descendants and ancestors
of malware families, and also focuses on the dynamic behaviour of the
samples to determine which characters a sample exerts. Using these
characters, they are able to construct a persistent phylogeny of several
variants of malware.

This thesis draws inspiration from how these papers use dynamic behaviour
as defined traits or characters in samples of malware. Like in the
REANIMATOR paper, this thesis will use ransomware phenotypes as a basis,
and will not focus on genotypes.

The definition of a phenotype in this thesis will be different to better
clarify which role a phenotype in ransomware exerts. This thesis does not
have a specific system like REANIMATOR to produce results for but will
rather provide a way of thinking, like Jing Liu et al. does in their paper.

By introducing new techniques and ways of thought into the defensive
community, this thesis aims to provide a framework for further development
using the results a phylogeny may yield.
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4 Phenotypes

In order to form a plausible theory on the phylogeny in ransomware, this
thesis will build the phylogeny on phenotypes of malware. A ransomware’s
phenotype is defined as its dynamic behaviour, and is based on reports and
technical analyses collected for this thesis.

The phenotypes defined are traits that often come up in these reports and
can be used in comparison of different ransomware. Each phenotype defined
in this thesis is a way of interpreting the trait described in a way that the
specific trait can be compared across different ransomware.

There is no set framework that security analysts use when analyzing
ransomware. This leads to the phenotypes and the results of this thesis being
based on traits that are possible to be compared in an accepted manner that
can produce a viable result. This means that analyses used are picked on the
basis of technical depth and trait coverage.

The phenotypes used and defined in this thesis are based on how
prevalent they are in different ransomware, how prevalent they are in
analyses, and if they differ enough to be used to distinguish between different
ransomware.

The following section will present the phenotypes used in the thesis, present
examples of how they are expressed in ransomware, and detail their use as a
phenotype.

Appendix B includes tables of the phenotypes of specific ransomware chosen
for the analysis.
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4.1 Encryption Scheme

The encryption scheme employed by a ransomware needs to be secure enough
to guarantee that the victim cannot decrypt it, as well as quick enough to
avoid detection while encrypting.

Using well-established encryption algorithms often ensure that files are
encrypted strongly enough to ensure that ransom is paid, while using some
kind of homemade solution is as discouraged in ransomware as it is in
legitimate software.

It is common in ransomware to use different schemes for different parts of
encryption. Files are often encrypted using a symmetric encryption scheme
like AES, and the key is generated on the fly or hard-coded. This key is then
asymmetrically encrypted using a key from the attackers, so that the only
way to decrypt the files is to receive this key.

Examples

An example is the ransomware Nemty which uses AES to encrypt the files
themselves, and RSA to encrypt the private key [19]. The key to the
encrypted private key of the victim is then sent to the C2, so it can be used
to decrypt when the ransom is paid.

To carry out the encryption scheme, some ransomware will be shipped
with the necessary libraries, or some will employ libraries already on the
victim’s computer, like Microsoft CryptoAPI [20].

Basis as a Phenotype

Encryption is a core functionality of ransomware, and is a trait inhabited
by all members of the family. The encryption process itself is a dynamic
behaviour that is carefully chosen for the ransomware, and is defined as a
phenotype for these reasons.

In addition to defining different encryption algorithms as phenotypes, the
tools used for the encryption will also be an identificator for a ransomware.
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4.2 Processes Killed Before Encryption

In order for a ransomware to ensure that it stays hidden and carry out its
goal, it must make sure it is not detected before the encryption process
is finished. Some processes will directly block a ransomware’s process if
detected, like antivirus. Some ransomware will attempt to shut down these
kinds of processes before executing its payload.

When the ransomware process has made sure it can run until it finishes,
it will want to execute its payload and start encrypting files. Files that are
in use will not be possible to encrypt. If another process has a handle on a
file, this file will be safe from encryption. Many databases have handles on
SQL files as long as they’re running. As a result, some ransomware will try
to shut down the kinds of processes that may have handles to files active.

Examples

CrySIS is a ransomware that will employ the tactic of trying to uninstall
antivirus on the system it infects [21]. By doing this, it tries to directly
attack any defenses instead of circumventing them.

And example of a ransomware that ensures all files can be encrypted by
shutting down any SQL servers, is HILDACRYPT [22]. This ensures that
any active handles to SQL files are terminated, so the files can be encrypted.

Basis as a Phenotype

The specific processes that a ransomware tries to terminate, is regarded as
unique, and part of its particular programming. By monitoring the flow of
processes in a system, it could be possible to register if a ransomware is
preparing to run its payload. Some ransomware have very specific processes
they aim to kill, like GarrantyDecrypt, that specifically tries to shut down a
cryptominer and a data-stealer, both malware that may have already infected
the system [23].

In an analysis of SNAKE, a link was made to the earlier MEGACORTEX
by comparing the list of processes terminated by the ransomware [24].
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4.3 Filetypes encrypted

Ransomware may vary greatly in how much of a filesystem they encrypt, as
a consequence of actors having different goals and motives for the spreading
of ransomware. Encrypting all files on a system may lead to a full system
shutdown and may be a powerful attack against larger targets like
corporations that rely on high system uptime.

On a smaller scale, encrypting only specific file types including those most
everyday people use on their computer, may be a more viable tactic in an
attack targeting single users.

Examples

Most common in typical blanket-attacks using ransomware is a
comprehensive list like the one used by the CrySIS family [21]. These types
of lists specify all files except system files and malware files, and ensure that
as much of the victim’s system as possible get encrypted, while ensuring the
system functions so the ransom can be paid.

In a smaller attack, a list such as the one Syrk gets shipped with can be
used [25]. This ransomware only encrypts a small set of file types. Having
a smaller list including only essential filetypes can speed up the encryption
process and put less strain on the system while still doing enough damage to
make the victim pay the ransom.

Failing to have a intact list of files may lead to the malware not behaving as
it should, as some early versions of LockerGoga showed [26]. These versions
did not have a list of files to encrypt and so enumerated and encrypted all
files in the system, leading to it encrypting its own files, rendering the
ransomware useless. It also encrypted essential system files, making the
system unusable, and impossible to pay any ransom.
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Basis as a Phenotype

As a phenotype, the files a ransomware encrypt may be unique and makes
the ransomware identifiable. It can be argued that having a pre-defined list
of files to encrypt in itself is a phenotype, and from this it can be concludes
that this list itself may also be defined as a phenotype.

Comparing these lists between ransomware will give a solid point of
differentiation for generation of a phylogeny.
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4.4 Whitelisting Based on Information Gathered from
Victim

The act of whitelisting systems in accordance with a set of rules is a
relatively common trait in modern ransomware. A type of whitelisting that
is predominant is making sure that systems using a specific system language
or keyboard layout is not infected. This step is done during the initial stages
of ransomware infection, during the information-gathering phase. While
gathering information about the system, the ransomware will check if some
of the information gathered corresponds with the given rules, and if it does,
it may be able to terminate itself and remove its files from the system.

Examples

REvil is a ransomware that checks the system’s default language. During the
information gathering phase, the ransomware checks if the system’s language
is included in a hardcoded list that is shipped with the ransomware [27].

Another example is how Phobos ransomware checks the keyboard layout
of the system, and terminates itself if the language is set to Cyrillic [28].
Whether this tactic is used at all, or what types of information is whitelisted
can be used to distinguish ransomware.

Basis as a Phenotype

This technique likely is a result of attackers trying to infect large areas, but
not themselves. In attacks from nation states, this may be a valuable tactic.
In the evolving ecosystem of ransomware, defining areas to not infect may
also help stay hidden, as throwing blame in other directions can be a tactic
to avoid discovery.

These different tactics makes whitelisting an interesting phenotype.
Although attribution of ransomware is out of scope for this thesis, we want
to examine if the ransomware possesses such a list of any kind. These lists, as
with any list of filetypes to encrypt, can be directly compared across different
ransomware, and provides us with a solid trait to differentiate on.
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4.5 Programming Language

Ransomware is a type of software, which implies that is has been coded
in a programming language. In a static analysis, mapping which language
the ransomware is programmed in is made possible. Ransomware that are
developed from earlier ransomware will usually use the same programming
language as its predecessor. Rewriting the whole ransomware in a new
language is cumbersome and the result will be something completely
different than the origin of the ransomware.

Examples

Some ransomware are coded in more prominent languages like Nemty which
has some of its components coded in C++, and some in Borland Delphi [19].

Another example is Buran and Zeppelin, both ransomware belonging to
the VegaLocker family and coded in Delphi like its predecessor [17].

Basis as a Phenotype

Programming language is interesting as a phenotype because all ransomware
inherently has a programming language it is coded in. Some ransomware
use different languages for different parts of its executables. In some cases,
differentiating on the compiler used may also be of interest.

Because this is a trait expressed by all ransomware, it is a solid choice
for any comparison.
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4.6 Registry Changes

In the first phases of ransomware execution before the process of encryption
can start, many steps need to be taken to ensure that the encryption process
will continue until it is completely finished. To enable the process to finish,
the ransomware may run commands in the system, and make changes to
the registry. Changes to the registry may include adding the executable as a
startup item in the system, making sure that if the computer is restarted, the
process will start again. This ensures persistence in the system and removes
the possibility of restarting and rolling back to backup.

Examples

Phobos is a ransomware that makes several changes to the registry of the
infected system to ensure its persistence [28]. A very different approach is
used by Petya, which encrypts not the files themselves, but the Master File
Table, and installs its own OS. After encryption, the system is restarted and
the Petya OS is launched, locking the system [29].

Basis as a Phenotype

Registry changes made by the ransomware is essential for the ransomware’s
success and is tailored to each ransomware. Some ransomware add a lot
of entries to the registry, while some only cover the act of restarting the
computer to escape the ransomware. These differing tactics make registry
changes a unique feature to different ransomware.
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4.7 System(s) Infected

For a ransomware to run successfully in the environment it is deployed, it
needs to be tailored to this environment. In order for the ransomware to
traverse the file system, or add registry keys or deploy any other tactics
in the system, it needs to be aware of the system itself. Because of this,
ransomware is usually OS-specific and will only be able to infect the systems
it has been programmed to infect.

In the industrial world, most Industrial Control Systems (ICS) run on
Windows OS, making the different Windows OS versions the prime target
for ransomware. This fact is also true for personal use computers, though a
larger part of these computers use other OSes. As a result, most ransomware
have been developed for Windows OS.

Examples

The RaaS Satan is able to target both Windows and Linux systems [16]. It
has been programmed to behave slightly differently in Linux systems,
especially regarding propagation. Being able to infect more than one type of
OS may increase spread of a ransomware and may be a lucrative trait for a
ransomware being offered as a RaaS.

Basis as a Phenotype

Systems infected will in this thesis be used for both the OS the ransomware
infects, but also for describing if a ransomware infects targeted systems or
spreads indiscriminately.

In this thesis, covering both of these traits under one phenotype adds the
binary trait of targeted or not targeted to the trait describing which system
the ransomware infects.
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4.8 Initial Infection Vector

In order for a ransomware to infect a system and encrypt files it first needs
to get into the system itself.

Because ransomware needs to be able to make changes in the system it is
running in, a large part of infecting a system is to trick the system’s owner
into running the executable manually to bypass security mechanisms like
UAC. Social engineering is a large part of the infection process, and is often
done via email. An email can be sent to the victim, containing a link to a
download or a document with a malicious script.

Droppers can be used on websites to get into the victim’s computer and
run a command from the inside, that installs and executes the ransomware.

Yet another tactic that is used in many targeted attacks is to gain access
to the victim’s computer beforehand, and use this control to run commands
from the inside, manually installing and running the ransomware. To gain
this previous access to the system, attackers may employ the use of exploit
kits or exploit a vulnerability directly.

Examples

Weaknesses in the Remote Desktop Protocol is often exploited to gain
access to the system, and one of the ransomware to use such an exploit was
REvil [27]. REvil also used a fake installation of WinRAR in order to infect
systems.

Basis as a Phenotype

The sheer amount of possibilities in gaining access to systems results in a
wide diversity in the way ransomware choose to enter a system. All systems
can be seen as large ecosystems, and vulnerabilities are found and patched
every day, leading to a constant change in best practices.

A ransomware’s infection vector is of such importance to any detection or
defense systems, that this trait can clearly be identified as a phenotype. The
tactics for infection is possible to define as dynamic behavior and classified
as a phenotype in this thesis.
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4.9 Propagation Techniques

Malware of all types, including ransomware, will seek to infect as many
targets as possible. These targets may be confined within a network or the
goal may be to infect as many systems as possible and to spread
indiscriminately. Some ransomware are able to self-propagate, and will scan
for new targets in the network to spread to before encryption is complete.

Examples

Satan scans for new targets in the network, and sends the exploit payload to
new targets that are connected using network shares [16].

A ransomware may deploy a specific exploit for propagation, or escalated
privileges of the initial victim allows installation on more systems in the
network. In the Petya family, the EternalRomance exploit is used to
propagate in an infected network [30].

Basis as a Phenotype

By distinguishing ransomware based on their propagation techniques, it could
be possible to map their rate of infection and how it differs from other
ransomware. Propagation is a trait that is integral for defensive systems to
detect, and there are well-established tactics used by ransomware that allows
comparison between different ransomware’s tactics.
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4.10 Sandbox Evasion Techniques

Sandbox evasion are TTPs employed by the ransomware to make analysis
more complicated and to confuse antivirus software. These techniques
include ways of tricking antivirus into believing a process is not malicious,
and ways of making an analysis harder by obfuscating the code.

In order to survive for as long as possible, a ransomware will benefit from
making analysis harder. This means that ransomware employ use of evasion
techniques that fits its purpose, and this may set it apart from other
ransomware.

Examples

The GandCrab ransomware use several tactics for evasion, including
tricking antivirus by looping arbitrarily and only executing its payload on
some loops, but making sure the loops looks essential to analysis tools [31].
This technique is called API hammering.

GandCrab also uses string obfuscation, hiding any strings that could
indicate its malicious nature. The Satan ransomware employs several
anti-debugging techniques during its runtime that aims to shut down the
executable if it is being analyzed [32].

Basis as a Phenotype

Evasion techniques can be clearly defined and detected in dynamic analyses
of ransomware. The ability to evade analysts is vital for ransomware in the
wild, as early analysis will shorten its lifespan. Being able to map these
tactics in a clear manner and compare their use makes for a valuable
phenotype.
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4.11 Techniques for Encrypting Large Files

The encryption process for very large files may take a toll on the victim’s
system and may decrease the ransomware’s ability to stay hidden. Some
ransomware use specific techniques to deal with larger files to remain hidden
and to ensure that the process finishes in a reasonable amount of time.

Examples

A technique used by Ryuk is to only encrypt parts of large files. Some parts
will remain unencrypted, but because several parts are damaged, the file will
still be rendered useless [33].

Basis as a Phenotype

Though techniques for encryption of large files is not too common in
ransomware, it is interesting in the scope of this thesis to map out the
prevalence of these tactics and how they differ. Being able to encrypt large
files faster may be a determining factor in a ransomware’s success.
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4.12 Unused Phenotypes

Following is a list of unused phenotypes as well as a brief description of the
phenotype itself and the reasoning behind its exclusion.

4.12.1 Offline Capabilities

Some ransomware are able to carry out their payload without needing to
connect to C2 at any time during the setup or encryption phase. Because of
ransomware’s nature to require the key for the files to be sent to C2, this trait
is rarely seen. It has been excluded as a phenotype in this thesis because of
its rarity.

4.12.2 Mutexes Created

It is common for ransomware to create mutexes at the start of their execu-
tion for the specific reason that if the system is re-infected, a quick check if
the mutex exists will trigger the ransomware to abort to avoid reinfection.
This phenotype is not used in this thesis because the trait is common and
identical in most ransomware. The only viable way to use this trait, would
be to differentiate on the naming of the mutexes, which is doubtful would
lead to any meaningful results.

4.12.3 Target Language

The language of the information presented to the victim may change if a
ransomware is made to target a specific country or area. Ensuring that the
instructions are understood by the target is vital in receiving the ransom.
This trait is rarely discussed in analyses, as it is usually presented in English.
The main reason it is not included in this thesis, is because it is too closely
affiliated with the creators or targets of the ransomware, which is out of
scope.
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4.12.4 File Type

The file of the ransomware itself may be of different types, including .exe and
.dll among others. The type of the file may be able to show some changes
in preferences for delivering a ransomware. The reason this phenotype is left
out of this thesis is because it borders onto a ransomware’s genotype. As
such, using this trait in determining a phylogeny based on phenotypes could
lead to cluttered results.

4.12.5 Capabilities for use as RaaS

Some of the more successful ransomware in recent years have been available
in the Ransomware-as-a-Service model. This allows adversaries that are not
as technically able as developers to design and spread ransomware. The
traits present in a ransomware following this model often allows for several
customization options, and can in many cases be tailored to a specific target.

This phenotype can be described as a group of phenotypes, as it includes
all traits necessary for a ransomware to be used as a RaaS. RaaS falls
outside of this thesis’ scope, and this is the main reason this phenotype is
left out.

4.12.6 Anti-Analysis Techniques

Another dynamic behaviour exhibited by some ransomware is the ability to
directly avoid or terminate any attempts at analyzing the sample.
A wide-spread tactic is to add known analysis tools to the list of programs
to be terminated before encryption. Many of these tactics are covered by
sandbox evasion techniques and processes terminated before encryption in
this thesis.
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5 Results

This section will present results gained by using the method proposed on a
particular set of data.

Before the results are presented, some precautions and details are evaluated
and discussed. Section 5.1 and 5.2 evaluates characteristics that needs to be
addressed when dealing with traits, and Section 5.3 evaluates ransomware to
be used in the generation of trees

Section 5.4 presents the generated trees, and discusses the different types
of trees and how the results can be interpreted.

Section 5.5 includes the discussion of the method, and proposes techniques
to use in future work. Section 5.6 includes a summary of the techniques used
in the method, and presents some strengths and weaknesses that has been
revealed when applying this biologically-inspired method to ransomware.

Section 5.7 includes the conclusion of the thesis, as well as how the thesis
answers the research questions from 1.1.

The phenotypes defined in the previous section are chosen specifically for
their prevalence in ransomware specimens themselves, or the highlighting of
traits in analyses of the ransomware.

The ransomware and phenotypes chosen for this thesis will all have a
comparable intersection in their phenotypes, allowing us to compare a
ransomware by means of a chosen phenotype.

Briefly mentioned in the introduction was that this thesis do not consider
attribution of ransomware. The method disregards any connection to
specific creators or agitators, to better be able to make an unbiased analysis
that focuses on the traits of ransomware, not on who uses them.

The main focus of the ransomware phylogeny is to present evolution of
specific traits, and from this evolution possibly be able to determine future
variations within this trait. As such, a phylogeny could be constructed for
every chosen phenotype to generate a more detailed result. For this thesis,
a general phylogeny of the chosen ransomware is constructed, as well as
some examples of trait-specific trees. By constructing different trees, a more
detailed image of the evolution of traits in ransomware can be observed.
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5.1 Outliers / Unique Traits

When mapping out traits expressed in various ransomware, it comes as no
surprise that several unique traits present themselves. A unique trait is
defined as a trait or phenotype expressed in only a single or a small subset
of ransomware.

These types of traits are sometimes needed to set ransomware apart from
another. Depending on where in a phylogeny a specific trait would create a
split, it may in some cases be more expedient to ignore the trait in question.

An example is an unique trait exhibited by Petya, and the Petya family.
Petya do not encrypt files in the system but rather encrypts the boot sector,
effectively locking the whole system [29]. BadRabbit, a successor to Petya,
encrypts files in addition to the master boot record [30].

5.2 Existing Evolutionary Lines

For some ransomware, its direct descendant, and even whole family, is
determined and agreed upon by researchers. In a case such as BadRabbit,
several artifacts of Petya’s code is present and evidence points to the code
being based on Petya as a predecessor, though it is likely from a new
adversary [30].

Another case is where inheritance can be estimated, like in the case of
REvil that has string obfuscation code that is practically identical to
GandCrab’s [34]. This type of inheritance is due to the developers reusing
code from GandCrab. They may be the same adversaries, or new ones
inspired by GandCrab’s success. For this thesis, the developers themselves is
not a factor in determining inherited traits. This means that for the scope of
this thesis, as long as the string obfuscation method is not a phenotype, this
will not be regarded as an evolutionary link between REvil and GandCrab
that affects the resulting phylogeny.
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5.3 Evaluating Ransomware for Constructing a
Phylogeny

This section will briefly present the ransomware used for the analysis, as well
as ransomware that have been removed from the phylogenetic analysis.

By relying on analyses published online or in papers, this thesis was
dependent on the quality and content of these analyses from the start.

After collection of analyses of viable ransomware for this thesis, the
quality of the analysis, level of detail and the nature of the ransomware itself
is evaluated to determine if the ransomware could be used in a comparative
study with the defined phenotypes. Following is a list of ransomware that
was initially analysed, but was not used in the phylogenetic analysis.

RagnarLocker LockerGoga RobbinHood
GarrantyDecrypt GarrantyDecryt(SpyHunter) VSSDestroy

Petya NotPetya Reyptson
VegaLocker CrySIS Phobos

Cerber WannaCry Mailto/NetWalker
HERMES

Quality of Analyses and Lack of Comparable Results

A major challenge when collecting information from analyses is that the
analyses differ in quality and in contents and ransomware behaviour
analysed. Analyses for some of the ransomware on this list do not cover a
viable amount of the phenotypes we need to make a comparison.
Without having an acceptable number of comparable phenotypes, a
ransomware cannot be used in the analysis.

RagnarLocker is an example of analysis lacking information about an
acceptable number of phenotypes.

Cerber is an example of how older ransomware can show differences in
the analysis of them. These analyses lack information about the phenotypes,
as these phenotypes seem to generally have a basis in current ransomware.
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Ransomware Quality

Another requirement for the ransomware in the analysis is that it is
successful. The definition that this thesis uses for a successful ransomware is
found in section 2.

Both WannaCry and LockerGoga fall under this category, and is excluded.
For LockerGoga, this thesis uses analyses that report on samples of
LockerGoga encrypting itself in the wild, and this is the main reason for its
exclusion.

5.4 Constructing a Phylogenetic Tree Using Defined
Phenotypes

A phylogenetic tree, or phylogeny, is constructed from traits in organisms to
present a hypothesis of how these traits evolved, and how these traits link
organisms together by means of common ancestors.

For the phylogenies used in this method, the defined phenotypes will be
the traits that create the branches of the phylogeny. A branch denotes a split
on the trait described. This split may be a binary exhibits/do not exhibit
branching, or it may be a difference in how the trait is expressed in the
ransomware. How the trait is treated in the branching will be denoted in the
phylogeny itself.

The result is a hypothetical string of traits that make up the ransomware
used in the analysis.

Using the phenotypes presented in section 4, a phylogeny will be generated
using the following ransomware as samples:

SNAKE/EKANS Maze Satan Ransomware REvil/Sodinokibi
Buran Zeppelin Syrk HILDACRYPT
Nemty GandCrab Ryuk BadRabbit

These are all successful ransomware from 2017-2020, which fulfill an
acceptable amount of the phenotypes in the analyses gathered. BadRabbit
is chosen as representing the Petya family, and both Buran and Zeppelin will
represent the VegaLocker family.
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A phylogeny of ransomware is generated by selecting defined traits that can
be used to compare ransomware and set them apart from each other. As an
example, we consider Syrk vs. Ryuk. From the tables describing their
phenotypes in Appendix B, we have comparable data. These two ransomware
both use AES-256 for encryption of files, making this a shared trait. They
both attempt to terminate process that may have active handles to files, but
only Ryuk attempts to terminate antivirus software. As an example of a trait
that divides the two ransomware, their initial infection vector is completely
different from each other. Another interesting trait is the binary trait of
having a propagation technique or not. Syrk propagates, while Ryuk do not.

Selection of traits from Appendix B

Attribute Syrk Ryuk

Encryption scheme AES-256 CBC AES-256

Processes killed before
encryption

Processes with active
handles

Processes with active
handles, Antivirus soft-
ware

Initial infection vector Masquerade Dropper, Emotet trojan

Propagation techniques Infection of USB drives None

5.4.1 Phylogenetic Trees

A phylogenetic tree may be able to tell us details of evolution of traits in
ransomware, and allows us to put these evolutionary branches into a system.
Such a system may then be used to determine future traits, explore current
trends or point out any traits that may have been removed at any point.

To generate a phylogenetic tree, the different traits will each determine a
branch in evolution, and each leaf node consists of one ransomware. This
tree, called a cladogram emphasizes how traits can be used to find a
common ancestor, as well as describe all traits embodied by any ransomware
in the tree. The following tree is generated from the chosen phenotypes and
ransomware:
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Cladogram

Figure 7: A cladogram generated from a set of phenotypes applied to a set
of ransomware.
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By applying the different phenotypes as traits the branches in this cladogram
all result in a single ransomware. By initially applying traits we know all
ransomware inherit we can determine that all chosen ransomware have roots
in infecting Windows systems. The tree is split into two distinct branches
when applying encryption schemes.

Limited by lacking information from analyses, some choices have had to be
made in order to make the phylogeny make sense. When branching on
programming languages, this analysis also branches on the trait ”Unknown”.
All ransomware do have a programming language, so branching the samples
in this category as not having one would not make sense. Therefore,
”Unknown” is a viable trait in this thesis.

The branching in the latter part of the tree is chosen based on the samples
on the specific branch. For example on the ”Borland Delphi” branch there is
three ransomware: Zeppelin, Buran and Nemty. To further branch from this,
the analysis focuses on what specifically differentiates these ransomware, in
order to have only one ransomware per leaf node.

Because of this specific choice when branching, we can see that some
traits appear elsewhere in the tree. This is a consequence of evolution in
ransomware being directly manipulated, and gives rise to large amounts of
convergent traits. Convergent traits were introduced in Section 2, and will
be discussed in more detail at the end of this section.

From the tree, it can be observed that the most common encryption schemes
for files is AES. The tree does not show details of AES modes or bitsizes,
but these can be observed in Appendix B for some of the ransomware. The
ransomware also differs if they use a library for encryption that they are
shipped with, or if they utilize libraries like Microsoft CryptoAPI.

For the chosen ransomware, Borland Delphi and C++ seems to be the
more popular programming languages. Because the ransomware used in this
analysis is based on their success in the wild, the fact that several of them
is programmed in a more niche language like Borland Delphi is interesting.
C++ is a popular language, and it could almost be expected that more
ransomware would be in this language but in this analysis it ties with Borland
Delphi.
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A conclusion that can be drawn from this, is that Borland Delphi, being
unconventional, allows for better obfuscation and analysis-evasion.

The cladogram presented here reveals a shortcoming when it comes to
analysis of ransomware: cladograms and phylogenies like these are used to
present ancestry, and weighs heavily on finding common ancestors. Because
of the nature of evolution in ransomware, a common ancestor may be
coincidental in an analysis that bases branches on a certain set of phenotypes.

In order to address this weakness of the cladogram, the following tree is
identical but presented as an unrooted tree. An unrooted tree draws focus
from common ancestry, and presents more clearly the relationships between
the leaf nodes.
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Unrooted Tree

One of the purposes of this thesis is to present a biologically inspired system
to improve early detection of ransomware. For this purpose, it becomes clear
that the point of interest is not necessarily in determining the ancestry of
ransomware, but the current trends and how they may evolve in the future.

To determine trends and popularity of traits in ransomware, an unrooted
phylogenetic tree is generated in the same manner as the cladogram from
earlier. The branches of an unrooted tree do not necessarily have to be
placed in such a way that the leaf nodes are at the same level. In contrast to
a cladogram, the differences in the branches provides information about the
relationships between leaf nodes.

Figure 8: An unrooted phylogenetic tree showing the relationship between
the ransomware.
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This unrooted phylogeny shows the same relationships between the different
ransomware as the cladogram, but without joining them together at common
ancestors. The branching pattern makes it easier to distinguish how the leaf
nodes have been developed in regards to each other.

The generation of phylogenies based on the phenotypes defined in this
thesis results in trees where all traits and branches have been hand-picked.
As a result, by changing the phenotypes used or the order in which they are
used, can lead to different trees.

Such trees, depending on specific traits chosen for generation, could lead
to a specialized phylogeny that provides more information about these traits
and their prevalence in the wild. By using traits like these for specialized
phylogenies, early detection based on traits previously believed to be
unrelated could be realized.

As an example of such a tree, an unrooted tree has been generated with
the following phenotypes: Propagation, Initial infection vector and Sandbox
Evasion Techniques. These phenotypes were chosen because they all exhibit
dynamic behaviour in the system that may be picked up by anti-virus tools.
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Unrooted Tree Using Chosen Phenotypes

Figure 9: An unrooted tree showing the relation between ransomware
according to the chosen phenotypes Propagation, Initial infection vector and
Sandbox evasion techniques.

This tree shows two distinct branches based on whether a ransomware
propagates in any capacity. This is denoted in the tree by the ”Propagation*”-
branch, showing the use of Propagation as a binary trait. Most ransomware
in this analysis do not propagate at all, which tells us that propagation is
not necessary for a ransomware to be successful.

What differs greatly in this analysis is the different ransomware’s Initial
infection vector. When considering this phenotype the tree branches out,
and many of the ransomware can be identified just from these two traits.

Finally, any Sandbox evasion techniques are considered. This trait is not
unique for any of the prior branches, so it appears as a convergent trait in
this tree.

This tree displays the use of binary traits in all of the used phenotypes.
This is denoted in the figure as the phenotype itself, and not its specific
expression. If a branch has a binary phenotype, the corresponding sister
branch does not exhibit the phenotype.
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An interesting observation to be made from this specialized tree, is how
ransomware from the same family, Zeppelin and Buran, is now placed on
two different branches in the tree. This means that their familiar bonds are
broken, and they can be analysed without any bias related to these bonds.

Such a change in relationships may allow new features to become clear from
an analysis and may restrict any assumptions applied to these ransomware,
allowing for a completely unbiased analysis.

A common observation between these trees is that there is not
necessarily a connection between ransomware released around the same time.
This gives the notion that a successful ransomware does need to evolve to be
able to keep being successful.

For example, BadRabbit from 2017 and EKANS from 2020 are both
successful ransomware used in these phylogenies, but the relationships
between them do not remain the same when the boundaries for the trees
change. These ransomware also differ greatly in their targets; BadRabbit
infected systems indiscriminately and propagated over the network. EKANS,
one of the most recent ransomware used in this thesis, targeted SCADA
systems and is not able to propagate.

These are two very different ransomware, and displays an example of how
evolution is driven by the developers, and when targets change, the
ransomware changes with it.

In the same line of thought, we can observe that ransomware released at
approximately the same time, such as EKANS and Maze (both released in
the first months of 2020) does not necessarily place as close leaf nodes in a
phylogeny. This shows how these ransomware have evolved differently
because their end goals differ.

While EKANS targeted SCADA systems specifically Maze aims for
infecting more targets, including personal computers. This is a perfect
example of man-driven evolution seen in ransomware.

The results from these phylogenies and the phenotypes used in them may
be very different depending on how the traits are attributed, when they are
used for branching, and what the end goal of the phylogeny is.
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5.5 Discussion

In this section, the strengths and weaknesses of the method presented in
this thesis will be evaluated, and possible improvements and changes will be
proposed.

5.5.1 Phenotypes

The phenotypes defined and used in this method presented some challenges
as well as realizations for any future work. The traits chosen to be defined
as phenotypes are integral to the system and should be evaluated on their
influence on the phylogenies and final results.

Whitelisting; Limited Value as a Phenotype

Whitelisting as a phenotype has debatable value. The act of whitelisting
usually imply something about the developers of the ransomware, and
attribution is out of scope for this thesis. In the context of this thesis,
whitelisting as a phenotype do not affect the resulting trees, as the trees are
only concerned with the behaviour of the ransomware in itself.

For an analysis where grouping of ransomware is affected by the
developers behind them, or if its a question of attribution for a newly
discovered ransomware, then whitelisting as a phenotype could prove more
useful.
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Anti-Analysis Techniques; More Impact if Used as a Phenotype

Anti-analysis techniques is a phenotype that should be employed when the
focus of the analysis is dynamic behaviour. In this thesis, Sandbox evasion
techniques included some anti-analysis techniques. It became clear while
mapping the ransomware’s phenotypes that these traits should be divided
into two distinct phenotypes.

Anti-analysis techniques is dynamic behaviour that actively seeks to shut
down analysis software, or employ some other tactic.

Sandbox evasion involves staying hidden or hiding functionality from
analysis, as well as detecting if the binary is being run in a sandbox
environment or not. Anti-analysis techniques involve actively shutting down
or misleading analysis software.
This sets it apart from the phenotype Sandbox evasion techniques.

Lack of Comparable Phenotypes

One of the repeated challenges that greatly affects the method used in this
thesis, is the lack of a common framework for ransomware analysis, leading
to information needed to pinpoint certain phenotypes being left out. As
this thesis’ method is based in comparison of different ransomware, having
to use data points that are missing means comparing ransomware becomes
a problem of accuracy. If a phenotype is unknown for a ransomware, this
thesis has followed a rule to determine if the trait can be compared or not:
If it is a phenotype all ransomware exhibit, such as programming language,
”Unknown” is a viable phenotype. If it is a trait not found in all ransomware,
a comparison between these phenotypes is not made.

To ensure that ransomware can be properly compared in order to
construct an even more accurate phylogeny, analyses would have to include
all traits that the phylogenetic analysis needs to make these comparisons.
Carrying out an analysis tailored for the phenotypes in question would yield
the best results, as this would guarantee all ransomware would be comparable
to each other.
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5.5.2 Phylogenetic Trees

The phylogenetic trees generated in section 5.4 use the phenotypes defined to
present an image of the relationships between the ransomware in the analysis.
These generated trees serves as the basis for the results after applying the
method to the set of ransomware presented in Section 5.4. The construction
of the trees exposed several important properties of applying this method.

Problems with Traits and Branching in Trees

Several problems arose when constructing the phylogenetic trees from the
phenotypes. One of the main weaknesses of this type of analysis, is that
evolution in ransomware is carefully chosen by developers, and does not
necessarily follow a ”natural” evolution line. Because of this, the order that
traits are applied to the tree will change the form of the tree, and there are
no rules for how to define which trait emerged first. The method in this
analysis has exposed to which degree these ”pick and choose” traits strains
the analogies from biology.

This also leads to traits defined as convergent traits making several
appearances in a tree, but if the tree was constructed differently these traits
may not be expressed in the same areas. Because of how the significance of
these traits can be changed depending on the construction of the trees, it is
questionable whether the phenotypes chosen should be used in constructing
a phylogeny.
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The Drawbacks of Cladograms and Advantages of Unrooted Trees

Following this is the question of what information the constructed
phylogenies present. The results suggest that a cladogram of a phylogeny,
focusing on ancestry and traits, will differ to such a degree if the order of
traits are changed that these results will not necessarily yield knowledge
about trends or evolution in ransomware. The unrooted trees show a better
image by comparing the ransomware as leaf nodes, and not showing common
ancestry in such a defined way as a cladogram.

The method used in this thesis exposes challenges regarding cladograms
when used in a system such as this, and it is suggested to use unrooted trees
to produce viable phylogenies. If the analysis is of a specific group of
ransomware, for example from the same developers, then a cladogram may
be used. In such a case, the element of time of release becomes more relevant,
and may aid in branching of phenotypes.

Specialized Unrooted Trees and Their Use

Presented in section 5.4 is a specialized unrooted tree, focusing on a
ransomware’s action to infect and spread successfully. This tree uses the
phenotypes Propagation, Initial infection vector and Sandbox evasion
techniques, and a defined order for attributing these traits.

The resulting tree shows a distinct relationship between the behaviour
of these ransomware, and it also displays some trends and preferences. It is
important to note that the trees do not utilize time as a factor.

The phenotype system can be an effective tool in constructing these
specialized phylogenetic trees. If phenotypes can be mapped adequately and
in a way that ransomware can be compared, a tree can be constructed to fill
any role. Another way to use this system could be to map the phenotypes of
ransomware made by a specific group, and from this gather their preferences
and possibly predict a future outcome.

By mapping different phenotypes for different ransomware it is possible
to construct trees showing particularly strong trends. This would present us
with knowledge that would improve defenses and provide support for early
detection.
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Use of this Framework in Other Malware

A point of discussion for a system such as the one proposed in this thesis, is
its possible use and applicability to other types of malware.

The phenotypes that make up the basis for this system are based on
dynamic behaviour and ensures that any software that exhibits such
behaviour can be quantified into phenotypes fit to the purpose needed. As
long as phenotypes can be properly defined, the system can be applied to
other families of malware and produce similar results.

As an example, encryption scheme may not be a relevant phenotype for a
Trojan, while propagation and infection vectors may play a more prominent
role. In the case of a Trojan, specific strategies the malware employs to stay
hidden until the payload runs can be defined as phenotypes.

As with ransomware, it is discouraged to use cladograms for this type of
analysis. Unrooted phylogentic trees or another type of specialized tree
should be used to produce more accurate results.
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5.5.3 Evaluation of Chosen Phenotypes and
Constructed Phylogenies for Future Work

One of the driving points for this thesi, is proposing an idea of a common
framework for ransomware analysis, and press the importance of such a
system. By applying the analogies from biology as far as it is possible, this
thesis has explored how far these analogies may be used, and put them to
use in a system that resembles its biological namesake.

There is potential in this kind of system but it needs refinement and
further development to be useful in analysis of ransomware in the wild.

This section will focus on proposed changes and further research to fully
develop a phylogeny-based system for ransomware.

Fewer, Better defined Phenotypes

The value of phenotypes that are possible to be clearly defined made an
impact on this thesis. The importance of removing any ambiguity from
phenotypes that are used in a phylogenetic tree, is that the goal is to map out
what differentiates a ransomware in comparison to another. For this reason
boundaries need to be clear, so the resulting leaf nodes of a phylogeny are
properly mapped out.

Encryption scheme is an example of a trait that is necessary when analyzing
ransomware, but can be improved in its use in the system. Having this
phenotype focus on how the encryption is carried out, would better exhibit
the nature of what a phenotype is in the sense of this thesis.

The results from this thesis suggests that any future phenotypes should
strictly define dynamic behaviour as it can be analysed. Some phenotypes in
this thesis use traits that are not observable in this setting, for example the
encryption scheme itself. These types of traits should not be left out, but
should be identified as another group of traits; semi-static traits.
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Results Based on Own Analysis

Data gathered and results produced int this thesis are dependent on the
reports of analyses carried out by different security researchers. These reports
often vary between ransomware, and they also differ between the different
authors, technical detail of the analysis, and the target audience. As such,
information required to define phenotypes about a ransomware is fleeting,
and some reports may even contradict each other on certain points.

This thesis has circumvented some of the problems following this by using
more samples of ransomware, and carefully picking which of them can be used
in an actual analysis.

Because of the ransomware used being handpicked to produce favourable
results, this presents a pitfall of the method used. The focus of the method is
on the concept of the system itself, and has used ransomware that produces
results that can display this method properly. As such, the results themselves
may be biased in order to produce a meaningful result.

For any future research in this area, it is highly recommended to carry out
dynamic analyses of a set of chosen ransomware specifically looking for the
phenotypes required. This will allow for a more fair treatment of the
ransomware and the results will be based on a complete and comparable set
of phenotypes.
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5.6 Summary and Contributions

This thesis has been focused on exploring the ties to biology within the field
of malware, as well as presenting a way to establish a common framework
for future analysis of ransomware to allow for earlier detection of malicious
software.

During the process of collecting data about ransomware and mapping
them in a system named after biological phenotypes and phylogenies, the
limits of biological analogies in malware have been strained.

The analogies to biology have been used in malware since its inception,
and it is of interest how far these analogies holds true. The method used has
explored the area of inheritance and evolution.

As a conclusion, the analogies in malware hold true to a certain degree,
but falter when the concepts of evolution clash with the artificial evolution
in malware.

Because of this clash, analyzing and constructing phylogenies based on
biological systems alone is shown to be ineffective. To make use of a system
that resembles the biological equivalent, certain improvements and changes
should be made to make up for the fact that humans are behind the
evolution in ransomware. Each trait is hand-picked by the developer to fit a
certain target, avoid a certain security mechanism or cause a certain amount
of damage; these traits do not follow a natural order.
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5.6.1 Strengths

This section will briefly evaluate the strengths in the system proposed in this
thesis. Through exploration of phenotypes and different phylogentic trees,
this thesis has presented a neutral conclusion to the main research goals.

Valuable Phenotypes

Some phenotypes defined in this thesis bears more potency as tools for
ransomware analysis. Phenotypes that carry important information about
the ransomware as well as being able to be clearly defined for each
ransomware, are valuable in such analyses. Propagation, Initial infection
vector, Encryption scheme, Processes killed before encryption, Techniques for
encrypting large files and the unused Anti-analysis techniques phenotypes are
all strong phenotypes for the generation of trees. These traits are concisely
defined, describe dynamic behaviour in ransomware and their definitions are
not at risk of being misunderstood.

When defining more phenotypes, these kinds of phenotypes should be
preferred. Some phenotypes, for example Techniques for encryption of large
files, also have the capability of being defined as a binary phenotype. In this
context this means that if a phenotype is defined for this trait, the definition
itself is a trait in the sense of ”Does not exhibit” and ”Exhibits”.

As an example, in the cladogram in section 5.4, Nemty is split form Buran
and Zeppelin because it does not have the branching trait (techniques for
encrypting large files), while both Buran and Zeppelin have this trait. Nemty
”Does not exhibit” the trait in question, while the other two ”Exhibits”
this trait. The actual implementaton of the phenotype differs in these two
ransomware.

These types of traits can be used either as binary traits like in the
cladogram when branching, or as defined phenotypes emphasizing the
different techniques themselves.
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Propagation, Initial infection vector, Encryption scheme, Processes killed
before encryption, Techniques for encrypting large files and the unused
Anti-analysis techniques are all especially valuable when constructing
specialized trees; a chosen subset of these phenotypes may present trends in
ransomware depending on the level at which the phenotype is used to branch
the tree. This ability for the phenotypes to be defined at different levels adds
to the dynamic nature of this system.

The Value of Phylogenies on Trends in Ransomware

The main result from analyzing and mapping phenotypes is to be able to
produce a phylogeny based on the traits exhibited by ransomware. Through
the analysis this thesis presents two different types of trees, and how
specialized trees can be constructed by picking a subset of phenotypes.

By mapping ransomware in these trees, with no regards to creators or
timeline, trends in how the different traits are employed by ransomware will
emerge. These trends presents a picture of ransomware in the wild and may
aid defensive mechanisms by presenting a picture of what dynamic behaviour
these types of malicious software exhibit.

The main reason to remove time as a factor in the phylogenetic analysis
is because the results from this thesis are specifically aimed at defensive and
preventative methods. By adding time as a factor it is highly likely that some
traits that were popular in the past may be overlooked in current defenses,
simply because they do not fit into the current trends shown in a possible
phylogeny. Not overlooking traits because they may be outdated is a strength
of the proposed method.

In the end, generating phylogenies and using them to view the
ransomware landscape as a biological system gives us insight into what to
expect. Specialized trees has the added strength of showing trends and
relationships according to a specified set of traits, and may aid in the
discovery of new relationships. This may increase the possibilities of early
detection and warning in deployed defense systems.
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5.6.2 Weaknesses

This section will focus on weaknesses in the method proposed in this thesis,
and provide some information on what should have been changed, and how
it may have affected the end result.

Phenotypes that Should be Left Out or Changed

Some phenotypes used in the analysis did not result in any valuable effect on
the final phylogenetic trees. In addition, these phenotypes did not express
clearly enough their intended dynamic behaviour.

Target systems, Programming language and Whitelisting are phenotypes
that express a semi-static trait in the ransomware, and should be dropped
or defined in a different way. These phenotypes all describe information
about the ransomware that is interesting in the sense of identifying them,
but because they lack description of dynamic behaviour, they do not add
any meaningful effect on the results.
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Challenges and Weaknesses of Cladograms

A cladogram’s main purpose is to show the last common ancestor between
organisms in the tree. The problem with using a cladogram in this study,
is that without the factor of time and the fact that ransomware does not
follow any natural evolution rules, the cladogram itself will be hard or even
impossible to construct.

This is the main reason this thesis delves into unrooted phylogenetic trees
as a possible solution to replace the use of cladograms. Cladograms are also
more sensitive to the order and placement of phenotypes in the tree. Each
phenotype creates a new branch in the tree. Phenotypes in ransomware do
not necessarily have a known time at which they emerged, so the placement
of phenotypes are up to the constructor of the tree. This mirrors how the
evolution in malware is dependent on the developer.

Because cladograms in much more degree than unrooted trees use the
factor of time, not being able to place the phenotypes according to time also
means that the resulting cladogram is incorrect in its construction. Remove
the factor of time and common ancestors, and an unrooted tree is more likely
to give a correct image of the relationships between ransomware.

For any future research inducing a system such as the one presented, it is
suggested that the result is produced by customizing an unrooted tree, and
making such trees more fit for malware analysis.
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The Problem of Applying a Natural System to Artificial
Organisms

The method has explored to which extent using methodology from another
discipline will hold up. Biology and malware have been connected through
terminology since the advent of malware, and straining this link to find the
limits is beneficial in order to understand the development within malware.

The main problem emerging from applying phylogeny to ransomware is
the repeating theme of ransomware not belonging to a natural system and
not evolving ”randomly” as in a biological system. As such, we discover that
mapping phenotypes in ransomware, and even genotypes in the code, and
when applying phylogeny in the way done in these results, not all biological
analogies will hold true in the world of malware.

From the results produced in this thesis, strictly following biological
disciplines will not yield results that are valuable in the area of security
research. Inspiration can be drawn from biology, but when it comes to
systemizing ransomware in the way that this thesis set out to do, a
specialized system to be used within malware is highly recommended.
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5.7 Conclusion

This thesis has strained the limits of biological analogies in malware and
ransomware, and can pinpoint to a certain degree where the analogies needs
to be specialized for malware in order to still hold true. When ransomware is
defined by their phenotypes and put into a system comparing them to each
other, certain trends are revealed. These trends become even clearer in a
specialized tree with fewer phenotypes.

This thesis has used a set of successful ransomware, all discovered in the
wild at some point. By systemizing these ransomware according to the rules
set by the method proposed by this thesis, it becomes clear that they do not
necessarily employ the same traits to reach the same goal. This mirrors the
constant evolution in defensive measures as well as evolution in malware.

Finally, this thesis has without a doubt proven that evolution in
ransomware cannot be treated the same way as evolution in natural systems.
The man-driven evolution of phenotypes means ransomware will sometime
evolve traits matching ransomware on a whole other evolutionary branch.

This type of evolution makes for a system better befitting these
unnatural changes, as biological phylogenies are designed for a system where
time is a factor. Despite this, this thesis has proven that unrooted
phylogenetic trees can to some degree provide knowledge about trends in
ransomware, and may aid in early detection if analysed and implemented in
defensive measures.

5.7.1 How the Thesis has Answered the Research Questions

How can analogies from biology be applied to ransomware and
evolution in ransomware?

The method proposed in this thesis has shown that biological analogies can
only be strained to a certain degree before they are no longer applicable in
ransomware. The categorization of phenotypes and genotypes fit the
analogies well, but the problems of evolution makes the analogies unfit for
malware in general. This is discussed in Section 5.5.2 where the weaknesses
in traditional biological phylogenetic trees are presented, and in Section 5.6.2
where the artificial evolution in ransomware is presented as a weakness to
the method.
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How can this be formalized on terms of genotypes, phenotypes,
phylogenies and evolution?

This thesis has based its method on a system of dynamic behaviour in
ransomware and named this category phenotypes, matching its use in biology
as an expressed genotype. In ransomware, the genotype can be defined as
the code of the ransomware. Section 4 has presented possible phenotypes,
and described their use.

The application of phenotypes and phylogenies in ransomware is
presented in Section 5.4.1, where phylogenies are constructed on the basis
of the phenotypes. This application is discussed in Section 5.5.2, where the
problems with the method is presented, as well as suggestions for future
improvements.

The method itself is discussed in Section 5.6.1 and Section 5.6.2, where
the main strengths and weaknesses of this biological approach is presented.

In which ways can early detection and classification of
ransomware be improved by such a system?

The degree to which the system used in this thesis provide ways of early
detection is discussed in Section 5.6. Here, the main flaws and strengths of
the system are presented to accentuate the fact that this system has potential,
but require further research to properly distinguish the limits.

Section 5.4.1 offers insight into how the trees themselves may aid in early
detection. Section 5.5.3 presents how the system, should the required
research be put into it in the future, can be applied to other families of
malware. The system is a dynamic one, and is applicable as long as the
samples exhibits dynamic behaviour that can be systemized into phenotypes.
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A List of Ransomware Behaviour

This section includes brief descriptions of the ransomware researched for this
thesis. The ransomware are organized by year they were discovered in the
wild.

A.1 2020

SNAKE/EKANS
Attribute Details

Infection Interactively or via script
Exploit(s) -
Targets Tailored for industrial targets
Behaviour Has functionality to shut down ICS processes,

terminates named processes
Appends file marker ”EKANS” at the en of file
Adds a mutex to avoid double encryption
User access is maintained

Propagation Interactively or via script
Ransom note Fix-Your-Files.txt
Extensions Randomly generated string
Sources [24] [35] [36]
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Maze
Attribute Details

Infection Exploit kits, RDP, email impersonation
Exploit(s) EternalBlue, Spelevo EK, Fallout EK
Targets Targeted business networks
Behaviour Collects and sends files to C2 for use as extortion

Includes messages to provoke malware researchers
Tries to detect debuggers to hinder analysis, it is able
to terminate certain debugging tools
Adds a mutex to avoid multiple infections and
executions
Whitelists certain languages

Propagation Internal networks
Ransom note DECRYPT-FILES.txt, DECRYPT-FILES.html
Extensions -
Sources [37] [38] [39]

Mailto
Attribute Details

Infection Masquerades as ”Sticky Password”, Unknown
Exploit(s) -
Targets Large companies and businesses
Behaviour Sets registry key for persistence

Escalates privileges
Self-injects code to hide part of its configuration

Propagation -
Ransom note ID-Readme.txt
Extensions Random string
Sources [40] [41] [42]
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RagnarLocker
Attribute Details

Infection -
Exploit(s) -
Targets -
Behaviour Sends copies of files to C2 for extortion

Targets Managed Service Provider software for
termination
Whitelists former USSR countries
Communication over TOX

Propagation -
Ransom note .RGNR {extension}.txt
Extensions Preconfigured, random
Sources [43]

A.2 2019

LockerGoga
Attribute Details

Infection Phishing, Active Directory attacks
Exploit(s) -
Targets Large corporations, targeted
Behaviour Master/Slave configuration, with several processes

Signed with a valid certificate to infect hosts
Encrypts all files
Able to encrypt offline
Does not check if files are already encrypted, allows for
multiple encryption

Propagation Spreads through local network using remote file copy
Ransom note README LOCKED.txt
Extensions .locked
Sources [13] [26] [44] [45]
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Satan Ransomware
Attribute Details

Infection Spear phishing attachments, email campaign attach-
ments

Exploit(s) Spreader
EternalBlue
Mimikatz

Targets Able to infect both Windows and Linux systems
Behaviour RaaS

Master/Slave configuration, with several processes
Notifies C2 of the existance of certain applications
Employs several anti-debugging and anti-analysis
techniques
Employs Process Hollowing

Propagation Private and public networks, conn.exe or conn32/64
Ransom note HELP DECRYPT FILES.html
Extensions .stn
Sources [16] [32]
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REvil / Sodinokibi
Attribute Details

Infection Managed Security Service Providers
Compromised the italian WINRAR website and re-
placed the WINRAR installation

Exploit(s) Oracle WebLogin vulnerability (CVE-2019-2725)
Privilege escalation (CVE-2018-8453)
”Heaven’s Gate”

Targets Targeted companies for large ransoms
Behaviour 2 Public keys used to encrypt victim’s private key

C2 obfuscation by large domain list
Disables shadow copies
Whitelists former USSR countries
Will try to encrypt files on network shares

Propagation -
Ransom note EXT-HOW-TO-DECRYPT.txt
Extensions -
Sources [27] [46] [47]
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VegaLocker
Attribute Details

Infection Spam emails and attachments
Fake websites with application installers
Infected documents

Exploit(s) -
Targets Healthcare and IT sectors in Russian-speaking users
Behaviour Removes backups and Shadow Copies

Specifically tailored to avoid virtual machine hosts
Can harvest data (Personal and Computer)
May deliver additional payloads: Trojan,
Cryptocurrency miners

Propagation -
Ransom note ABOUT YOUR FILES.TXT, Your files are now en-

crypted.txt
Extensions Does not rename files
Sources [48]
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Buran
Attribute Details

Infection Exploit kit
Exploit(s) Rig exploit kit

CVE-2018-8174 (Microsoft Internet Explorer VBScript
Engine, Arbitrary Code Execution)

Targets -
Behaviour Sets a registry key to ensure the malware is run even in

Safe Mode
Blacklists certain files and folders to ensure functionality
Deletes Shadow Copies
Deletes Backup catalog
Deletes System state backup
Uses ping as a sleep method for evasion

Propagation -
Ransom note !!! YOUR FILES ARE ENCRYPTED !!!
Extensions Randomly generated for each user
Sources [17] [49]

Zeppelin
Attribute Details

Infection Hacking through an unprotected RDP configuration
Exploit(s) -
Targets Carefully chosen tech and healthcare companies outside

Russia
Behaviour Steals data before encryption

Ensures persistence with a registry key
Some files are only encrypted partway (only the first
0x10000 bytes)

Propagation -
Ransom note !!! ALL YOUR FILES ARE ENCRYPTED !!!.TXT
Extensions Victim’s unique ID that is randomly generated
Sources [18]
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CrySIS
Attribute Details

Infection Hacking into RDP services and manually installing
Attachments to spam email, with double file extensions
Disguised as legitimate software

Exploit(s) Leaked or weak RDP credentials
Targets -
Behaviour Creates registry entries for persistence

Deletes all Windows Restore Points
Sends the computer’s name and a number of encrypted
files to C2
Tries to run as administrator
Tries to uninstall security software

Propagation -
Ransom note README.txt

HOW TO DECRYPT YOUR DATA.txt
Readme to restore your files.txt
Decryption instructions.txt
FILES ENCRYPTED.txt
Files encrypted!!.txt
Info.hta

Extensions .crysis, .dharma, wallet, .java, .adobe, .viper1, .write,
.bip, .zzzzz, .viper2, .arrow, .gif, .xtbl, .onion, .bip,
.cezar, .combo, .cesar, .cmb, .AUF, .arena, .brrr, .btc,
.cobra, .gamma, .heets, .java, .monro, .USA, .bkp, .xwx,
.btc, .best, .bgtx, .boost, .heets, .waifu, .qwe, .gamma,
.ETH, .bet, ta, .air, .vanss, . 888, .FUNNY, .amber,
.gdb, .frend, .like, .KARLS, .xxxxx, .aqva, .lock, .ko-
rea, .plomb, .tron, .NWA, .AUDIT, .com, .cccmn, .azero,
.Bear, .bk666, .fire, .stun, .myjob, .ms13, .war, .carcn,
.risk, .btix, .bkpx, .he, .ets, .santa, .gate, .bizer, .LOVE,
.LDPR, .MERS, .bat, .qbix, .aa1, and .wal

Sources [21] [50]
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Phobos
Attribute Details

Infection Hacked RDP conenctions
Exploit(s) -
Targets -
Behaviour Persistent, will encrypt new files created after initial

encryption
Adds registry keys for autostart, and installs itself into
%APPDATA%
Kills processes to ensure encryption of all files
Deletes shadow copies, prevents booting in recovery
mode, deletes backup catalog
Disables firewall
Does not encrypt systems with Cyrillic as the default
language
Uses the WindowsCrypto API for encryption of files
Encryption of large files: encrypts only parts of the file
to reduce time taken

Propagation -
Ransom note info.hta

info.txt
Extensions acute actin Acton actor Acuff Acuna acute adage Adair

Adame banhu banjo Banks Banta Barak Caleb Cales
Caley calix Calle Calum Calvo deuce Dever devil Devoe
Devon Devos dewar eight eject eking Elbie elbow elder
phobos help blend bqux com mamba KARLOS DDoS
phoenix PLUT karma bbc CAPITAL

Sources [28]
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Syrk
Attribute Details

Infection Masquerades as a hacking utility
Exploit(s) -
Targets Fortnite cheaters
Behaviour Uses PowerShell crypto modules, Hidden-Cry

Monitors and stops analysis software
Key is stored on victims’ systems
Infects any connected USB drives

Propagation -
Ransom note -
Extensions .Syrk
Sources [25] [51]

HILDACRYPT
Attribute Details

Infection Masquerades as a legitimate XAMPP installer
Exploit(s) -
Targets -
Behaviour Obfuscated using ConfuserEx

Deletes Shadow Copies
Disables SQL servers
Tries to disable backups and anti-malware solutions
Has a whitelist of file extensions to encrypt
Keys are encrypted with RSA-2048 then encoded with
Base64, files with AES-256-CBC

Propagation -
Ransom note HILDACRYPTReadMe.html
Extensions .HCY! .HILDA!
Sources [22] [52]
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RobbinHood
Attribute Details

Infection Brute-force RDP
Trojans

Exploit(s) -
Targets Enterprise organizations and critical infrastructure
Behaviour Introduces a vulnerable kernel driver from Gigabyte

Terminates services and processes
Disconnects all network shares, deletes all shadow
copies, clears event logs, and disables Windows
automatic repair

Propagation -
Ransom note -
Extensions Encrypted [randomstring].enc robbinhood
Sources [53]

GarrantyDecrypt(SpyHunter)
Attribute Details

Infection Masquerading as EnigmaSoft’s SpyHunter(2019)
Exploit(s) -
Targets -
Behaviour Uses CryptAPI for encryption with RSA

Ignores systems using Russian, Ukrainian, Kazak or
Belarusian
Only encrypts headers, possibly to speed the encryption
process up

Propagation -
Ransom note $HOWDECRYPT$.txt
Extensions .spyhunter
Sources [54] [55]
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Nemty
Attribute Details

Infection Fake PayPal site
RIG Exploit kit

Exploit(s) -
Targets -
Behaviour Runs an executable that unpacks several files, another

executable that is executed and unpacks the next exe-
cutable. The ”Ironman.exe” is the last executable in the
chain, and is responsible for encryption.
cashback.exe: Sets registry keys to delete unpacked files.
Launches temp.exe
temp.exe: Tries to download AutoHotKey and run a
script. Launches ironman.exe
ironman.exe: Creates mutex (”hate”). Detects victim’s
geographic location by checking IP. Immune areas: Rus-
sia, Belarus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan. Deletes
shadow copies, then enumerates files to be encrypted.
Encryption: AES-128-CBC for files, RSA-2048 for file
IVs, Collects user-related data.
Tries to download Tor browser and connect to a Tor
proxy.

Propagation -
Fallout -
Ransom note NEMTY [FileID]-DECRYPT.txt
Extensions .nemty
Sources [19]
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A.3 2018

GarrantyDecrypt
Attribute Details

Infection Spam email attachments, Microsoft Word file with
macros
Repacked or hacked installers
Fake updates
Brute-force attacks

Exploit(s) -
Targets -
Behaviour May terminate other infections before encryption
Propagation -
Fallout -
Ransom note #RECOVERY FILES#.txt
Extensions .garrantydecrypt .cosanostra .decryptgarranty .NOS-

TRO .cammora
Sources [23] [56]
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GandCrab (v4)
Attribute Details

Infection JavaScript and Doc downloaders i emails
Drive-by downloads using exploit kits (Grandsoft, RIG,
Magnitude)

Exploit(s) Flash exploit CVE-2018-4878
Internet Explorer exploit CVE-2016-0189

Targets -
Behaviour Sandbox evasion: API hammering and Reflective loader

Contains easter eggs for researchers
Has had many successful versions
Runs once and deletes itself, no autorun
Terminates processes before encryption
Detects running antivirus
Deletes shadow copies
RaaS

Propagation -
Ransom note KRAB-DECRYPT.txt (version 4)
Extensions .KRAB (version 4)
Sources [31] [57]
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Ryuk
Attribute Details

Infection Dropper containing 32-bit and 64-bit binaries
Exploit(s) -
Targets Targeted attacks
Behaviour Kills processes and services belonging to antivirus,

database, backup and document editing software
Writes itself to the Run registry
Injects code into processes’ memory space
Will try to use admin privileges to write a file to Win-
dows directory, and terminate if unsccessful after a num-
ber of tries. If successful, writes 2 files containing the
RSA key and a hardcoded key.
Deletes shadow copies and backup data

Propagation -
Fallout -
Ransom note RyukReadMe.txt
Extensions .RYK
Sources [33] [58] [59]

HERMES
Attribute Details

Infection Malicious Office documents
Drive-by download

Exploit(s) Flash Player zero-day
Targets -
Behaviour Removes shadow copies and backups, searches twice to

ensure backups are deleted
Adds a batch script to the startup folder for persistence
Whitelists 3 countries based on language
Each file is encrypted with a new key

Propagation -
Ransom note DECRYPT INFORMATION.html
Extensions -
Sources [60] [61]
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Cerber
Attribute Details

Infection Spam, JavaScript attachment
Exploit(s) -
Targets -
Behaviour RaaS

When executed, the payload is downloaded from C2
Adds itself to the startup folder
Adds registry keys for persistence
Able to encrypt in offline mode
Highly customizable using config, RaaS
Excludes some countries from attacks
Tries to bypass UAC to deploy with elevated privileges

Propagation -
Ransom note # DECRYPT MY FILES #.html
Extensions .cerber
Sources [62] [63] [64]
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VSSDestroy
Attribute Details

Infection -
Exploit(s) -
Targets Windows workstations
Behaviour Sets a background wallpaper after reboot

Closes handles to files using a specialized tool
Looks for remote workstations using IP-incremental
ARP scan, and encrypts remote resources
Runs a task that allows the ransomware to delete
shadow copies and disable start-up repair

Propagation -
Ransom note #NEWRAR README#
Extensions .newrar
Sources [65]
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A.4 2017

WannaCry
Attribute Details

Infection Vulnerable SMB port
Exploit(s) SMB exploit, EternalBlue
Targets Russian targets
Behaviour Adds registry keys for persistence

Uses killswitch domains as analysis evasion
No techniques for anti-analysis

Propagation Self-propagating
Ransom note @Please Read Me@.txt
Extensions .WCRY
Sources [66] [67]

Petya
Attribute Details

Infection Vulnerable SMB port
Exploit(s) EternalBlue
Targets -
Behaviour Overwrites the disk with Petya’s kernel and boot loader.

Does not encrypt files.
The Master File Table is encrypted with Salsa20
Newer versions allow encryption of files as an option
Scans infected network for vulnerable SMB ports to
spread to
Enumerates the network for new targets every 3 minutes

Propagation Windows Management Instrumentation, EternalBlue
Ransom note Displayed in the malicious OS
Extensions -
Sources [29] [68] [69]
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NotPetya
Attribute Details

Infection SMB
Exploit(s) EternalBlue
Targets -
Behaviour Strictly speaking, NotPetya is a Wiper, not a

ransomware
On infection, checks for the existance of a file (killswitch)
Harvests SMB and user credentials from an infected host
for use in propagation
Overwrites sectors of harddrive, with no ability to
restore the files
Discovers antivirus on the system, and takes different
paths in propagation depending on which AVs are
discovered.

Propagation SMB
Ransom note -
Extensions -
Sources [29] [70] [71]
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BadRabbit
Attribute Details

Infection Drive-by-download
Exploit(s) EternalRomance
Targets -
Behaviour No UAC bypass techniques

Scans for computers in LAN
Adds a scheduled task for system reboot
Attempts a dictionary attack on credentials
Installs a bootloader and malicious kernel
Full disk encryption using DiskCryptor in addition to
file encryption
Modifies MBR to boot the malware code

Propagation Lateral movement using SMB
Ransom note Readme.txt
Extensions -
Sources [30] [72]

Reyptson
Attribute Details

Infection RDP
Exploit(s) -
Targets Spanish-speaking, Web servers and corporate networks
Behaviour Uses the victim’s Thunderbird email client for

propagation
Propagation Spam email from victim’s email list
Ransom note Como Recuperar Tus Ficheros.txt
Extensions .REYPTSON
Sources [73] [74]
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B List of Ransomware Phenotypes

This section includes tables listing the phenotypes for the ransomware used
in the phylogentical analysis.

B.1 2020

SNAKE/EKANS
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme AES-256, RSA-2048
Processes killed before
encryption

Security software, ICS-related processes, processes that
may have active handles to files

File types encrypted Blacklists certain folders
Whitelisting -
Programming Language Golang
Registry Changes -
Target systems Windows systems, SCADA-systems, tailored
Initial infection vector RDP, malicious email attachments
Propagation techniques Manual propagation within a network
Sandbox evasion techniques -
Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Sources [24] [35] [36]
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Maze
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme ChaCha20(Salsa20), RSA
Processes killed before
encryption

Processes that may have active handles to files, analysis
tools

File types encrypted Blacklists certain folders and file extensions and file
names

Whitelisting Russia and related countries, checks system language
Programming Language -
Registry Changes -
Target systems Windows systems 32-bit
Initial infection vector RDP, Fallout exploit kit, Spelevo exploit kit (Flash

Player vulnerability), fake Abra cryptocurrency website,
phishing

Propagation techniques -
Sandbox evasion techniques IsDebuggerPresent - will enter infinite loop, able to ter-

minate IDA, OllyDbg and more processes used for dy-
namic analysis

Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Unique Traits Exfiltrates files before encryption
Sources [38] [39]
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B.2 2019

REvil/Sodinokibi
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme Salsa20 stream cipher for files, AES-256 CTR for keys
Processes killed before
encryption

Tries to terminate a hardcoded list of processes using
the kernel32.dll TerminateProcess function

File types encrypted -
Whitelisting Using GetKeyboardLayoutList, whitelists several key-

board layouts that may be related to Russia / former
USSR countries

Programming Language C++, Assembly
Registry Changes -
Target systems Windows systems
Initial infection vector Spam, RDP exploits
Propagation techniques -
Sandbox evasion techniques -
Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Unique traits Builds a profile of the host, and sends the info to C2
Sources [27] [46]
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Satan Ransomware
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme RSA-2048, AES-256
Processes killed before
encryption

-

File types encrypted A comprehensive list
Whitelisting -
Programming Language -
Registry Changes Adds an autostart registry key
Target systems Windows systems, Linux systems
Initial infection vector -
Propagation techniques IP address traversal, EternalBlue, Mimikatz, SSH brute-

force, web exploits
Sandbox evasion techniques (BlockInput(), IsDebuggerPresent() and CheckRe-

moteDebuggerPresent(), pushes invalid handle to
ndll.NtClose() or CloseHandle(), LoadLibrary() or
LDrLoadDll(), RtlAddVectoredExceptionHandler(),
NtQueryInformationProcess(), OpenProcess() and
csrss.exe
Checks for the existence of AVG Antivirus specific
handles
Searches for specific open windows (Debuggers)
Searches for DLL-files associated with analysis tools
Enumerates and checks if certain processes are related
to Malware analysis tools)
Checks to see if running in a ”Wine” environment
Checks if filename used is ”sample.exe” or inside a
specific folder (Anubis sandbox environment)
Checks if usernames matches commonly used ones for
analysis
Checks the folder of the malware for specific strings
used in analysis

Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Unique Traits Process Hollowing
Sources [16] [32]
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Buran
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme AES-256 CBC, RSA-512 (session key air), RSA-2048
Processes killed before
encryption

-

File types encrypted Blacklists some folders and files
html, html,htm, htm, xml, xml, doc, doc, xls, xls, ppt,
ppt, rtf, rtf, dot, dot, xlw, xlw, pps, pps, xlt, xlt, hta,
hta, pot, pot, pdf, pdf, xps, xps, xbap, xbap, xlsx, xlsx,
pptx, pptx, docx, docx

Whitelisting Whitelists 3 countries: Russia, Belarus, Ukraine based
on system country

Programming Language Object Pascal, Borland Delphi
Registry Changes Persistence, Adds registry key to make sure Buran runs

in Safe Mode
Uses registry keys to identify victims

Target systems Windows systems
Initial infection vector Rig exploit kit
Propagation techniques -
Sandbox evasion techniques -
Techniques for encrypting
large files

Divides larger files into blocks, and only encrypts the
first 65572 bytes

Sources [17] [49]
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Zeppelin
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme AES-256 CBC, Custom RSA for session key
Processes killed before
encryption

-

File types encrypted -
Whitelisting Russian Federation, Ukraine, Belorussia, Kazakhstan.

Checks the machine’s default language, default country
calling code, or use an online service to acquire the IP
address

Programming Language Borland Delphi
Registry Changes Ensures persistence.
Target systems Windows systems
Initial infection vector RDP, spam, deceptive downloads, malvertisement
Propagation techniques -
Sandbox evasion techniques Obfuscation and polyorphism of strings
Techniques for encrypting
large files

Encrypts only the first 0x10000 bytes of a file

Sources [18] [75]
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Syrk
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme Hidden-cry encrypter, AES-256 CBC
Processes killed before
encryption

Monitors and kills tools that may terminate the ran-
somware process

File types encrypted *.gif, *.sln, *.docx, *.php, *.psd, *.ico, *.mov, *.xlsx,
*.jpg, *.xls, *.doc, *.pdf, *.wav, *.pptx, *.ppt, *.txt,
*.png, *.bmp, *.rar, *.zip, *.mp3, *.mp4, *.avi

Whitelisting -
Programming Language Microsoft Visual C#, Basic .NET
Registry Changes Tweaks to disable Windows Defender and UAC
Target systems -
Initial infection vector Masquerades as hacking tools for Fortnite
Propagation techniques Tries to infect any USB drives
Sandbox evasion techniques -
Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Unique Traits Deletes files every 2 hours
Sources [25] [51]
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HILDACRYPT
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme AES-256 CBC, RSA-2048 (keys)
Processes killed before
encryption

Tries to disable processes with acie handles to files
Attempts to disable antivirus solutions

File types encrypted Defined list of filetypes
Whitelisting -
Programming Language Visual Studio C++, Assembly
Registry Changes -
Target systems Windows systems
Initial infection vector Masquerades as an XAMPP installer
Propagation techniques -
Sandbox evasion techniques -
Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Sources [22] [52]

Nemty
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme AES-128 CBC (files), RSA-2048 (file IVs), RSA-8192
(config data)

Processes killed before
encryption

-

File types encrypted Some folders and files are blacklisted
Whitelisting Russia, Belaus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan.

Checks IP addresses
Programming Language Object Pascal, Borland Delphi, Microsoft Visual C++
Registry Changes Deletes unpacked files for cleanup
Target systems Windows systems
Initial infection vector Rig exploit kit, fake PayPal website
Propagation techniques -
Sandbox evasion techniques -
Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Sources [19]
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B.3 2018

GandCrab (v4)
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme Salsa20
Processes killed before
encryption

Tries to kill processes with active handles to files
Scans for antivirus software, but does not attempt to
terminate them

File types encrypted Some file and folders are blacklisted
Has a list of acceptable extensions to encrypt

Whitelisting -
Programming Language -
Registry Changes RunOnce: One-time reboot mechanism
Target systems Windows systems
Initial infection vector Javascript and Doc downloaders in e-mails, Drive-by

downloads
Rig exploit kit, Grandsoft Exploit kit

Propagation techniques -
Sandbox evasion techniques API hammering
Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Sources [31] [34] [57] [76]
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Ryuk
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme AES-256, RSA-2048 (keys)
Processes killed before
encryption

Tries to terminate processes with active handles to files
Tries to terminate antivirus software

File types encrypted A very short blacklist of folders and files
Whitelisting -
Programming Language Visual Studio 2015, C++
Registry Changes (earlier versions) Peristence
Target systems Windows Systems 32-/64-bit, targeted attacks
Initial infection vector Dropper, Emotet trojan
Propagation techniques -
Sandbox evasion techniques -
Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Sources [33] [58] [59]
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B.4 2017

BadRabbit
Attribute Details

Encryption Scheme Disk encryption with DiskCryptor
AES-128 CBC
RSA-2058

Processes killed before
encryption

-

File types encrypted .3ds .7z .accdb .ai .asm .asp .aspx .avhd .back .bak .bmp
.brw .c .cab .cc .cer .cfg .conf .cpp .crt .cs .ctl .cxx .dbf
.der .dib .disk .djvu .doc .docx .dwg .eml .fdb .gz .h .hdd
.hpp .hxx .iso .java .jfif .jpe .jpeg .jpg .js .kdbx .key .mail
.mdb .msg .nrg .odc .odf .odg .odi .odm .odp .ods .odt
.ora .ost .ova .ovf .p12 .p7b .p7c .pdf .pem .pfx .php .pmf
.png .ppt .pptx .ps1 .pst .pvi .py .pyc .pyw .qcow .qcow2
.rar .rb .rtf .scm .sln .sql .tar .tib .tif .tiff .vb .vbox .vbs
.vcb .vdi .vfd .vhd .vhdx .vmc .vmdk .vmsd .vmtm .vmx
.vsdx .vsv .work .xls .xlsx .xml .xvd .zip

Whitelisting -
Programming Language C++, Assembly
Registry Changes installs itself ass a DmpFilter, ensuring the driver will

load upon a system crash
Target systems Windows systems
Initial infection vector Drive-by download: fake Flash Player
Propagation techniques SMB, EternalRomance
Sandbox evasion techniques -
Techniques for encrypting
large files

-

Mutexes created -
Unique Trais Modifies Master Boot Record
Sources [30] [72]
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